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INTRODUCTION
The decision

to investigate

due to a combination

the topic chosen for this study is

of factors that coincided with the personal

est and concern of the author~ whose special
sible by The Lutheran
made available

Church of Australia

by the Study Exchange

logy and Church Relations
study was intended

to have practical

church and the task of equipping
aries at the Lutheran

Teachers

study leave was made pos-

and facilitated

Committee

of The Lutheran

teachers, parish workers
- Lay Training

made to have the study address

itself to issues involved

Reformed,

Methodist

theology

or Baptist

wide missionary

purpose,

tist traditions,

wide readership

or

theology of

of Billy Graham appeared best to

Graham has an evangelistic

and world-

and Southern Bap-

contemporary

religious

spelled out in his writings

figures,

that have a

also in Australia.2

1

Lutheran,

in mission

to Protestant

comes from the Presbyterian

are clearly

and mission-

subject areas, an attempt was

in relation

is one of the best-known

and his teachings

This

persuasion.

The choice of the theology
meet the above considerations.

Synod.

Centre in Austra-

particular

and Lutheran

on Theo-

for the life of the

. 1
1la.
In view of the author's

evangelism,

by a grant

of the Commission

Church-Missouri

relevance

College

inter-

See R. W. Gerhardt, "The Lutheran Teachers
Organ of the Lutheran Church of Australia

College 1980," The
14 (June 2, 1980):

17 -18.

2Dr. William Franklin Graham was born in 1918 into a Presbyterian farming family. He graduated from the Florida Bible Institute
1

2
The influence
Lutheran

circles

theology,

of Billy Graham has caused some concern

in Australia.

and participation

Churches

In connection

statement

Church Relations,S
gelistic

prepared

with Graham's

a continuing

aroused

in Australia

country whose public has been practically

private

on Theology

adopted

and Inter-

concern regarding

this evan-

influence.
The interest

valism

moved

visit during the autumns

Church of Australia

by its Commission

reiterating

in the Crusades

of that time to warn and inform

of 1968 and 1969, the then united Lutheran
an official

there in 1959,3 his

of a number of members

the heads of the two Lutheran
their membership.4

His first Crusade

in

and the sawdust
affair.

was quite unique for a
untouched

trail, and where religion

The comparative

by awakenings,

is a person's

success of the earlier

revi-

own

campaigns

led

Tampa, and Wheaton College, Illinois, where he gained an A.B. in anthropology in 1943. He joined the Southern Baptist Convention, took a leading role in Youth for Christ, and later formed his own organization to
support his Crusades and a variety of other evangelistic activities.
His life and career are recorded particularly by the authorized biographer John Pollock, in Crusades: 20 Years With Billy Graham (Minneapolis, Minnesota: World Wide Publications, 1969), and in Billy Graham:
Evangelist to the World, (San Francisco: Harper and Row, Publishers,
1979) .
See also one writing of a serious critic, William G. McLaughlin, Jr., Billy Graham: Revivalist in a Secular Age, (New York: The
Ronald Press Company, 1960).
3

Crusades,

pp. 195-200.

4

M. Lohe, "The Dr. Billy Graham Campaign," Lutheran Herald,
(February 14, 1959), pp. 38-39; Cl. E. Hoopmann, "The Theology of Dr.
Billy Graham," The Australian Lutheran 47 (April 15, 1959):111-12.
5"Bi11y Graham Campaign," Doctrinal Statements and Theological
Opinions of the Lutheran Church of Australia, (Adelaide, South Australis: Lutheran Publishing House, 1980), G 10.

3
6

to a further visit by Graham and his Team in 1979.
America,

the Hour of Decision

is heard on more radio stations

tralia than in any other country;
two in England.

7

Next to North

Other writings,

in Aus-

there were 56 in 1978, compared with
particularly

Grah~'s

Decision

magazine

author's

daily contact with students has provided

books and the

have found their way into many Lutheran

homes.

sufficient

The

evidence

for his own concern that many people in the church are vulnerable
kind of theology

that is espoused by the evangelical

Billy Graham and his theology
concern

for Lutherans

in the United

assisted

the crusaders

American

Lutheran

States.

Church and the Lutheran

theology,

to have relevance

Church-Missouri

least of all in Lutheran
theology,

it appeared

make a more detailed

investigation

parative

and critical

analysis

8

of the
In

circles and from the per-

to be a worthwhile

of the teachings

theology

Synod.

and

a more serious analysis

The broad aim of the author was therefore
summary of Graham's

and

Laymen have volunteered

few have attempted

spective of Lutheran

hensive

crusaders.

right into recent times, including members

view of all this, and because
of Graham's

continues

to the

of conversion

project

to

of Graham.

to prepare

a compre-

and to offer a com-

of it in the light of the Lutheran

6

Crusades, p. 290; Roger C. Palms, "Sydney - The People will
Never Forget," Decision 20 (September 1979): 8-10.
7The Hour of Decision Radio Log, (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association, November 1978). There were 530 in the
United States, 91 in Canada, 75 in the rest of the world.
8See John Maust, "Reconfirmation for Milwaukee; Surprise Affirmation for Graham," Christianity Today 23 (September 7, 1979): 52-53;
Minutes from Four Corner Circuit, Colorado District, LC-MS, (Gallup,
NM, January 17, 1978.

4
Confessions.

The aim was not to deal specifically

tion of the sacraments

with the obvious ques-

and their serious omission

from his theology.

any case, the study was to be based only on Graham's
ings, and they hardly refer to the sacraments.
within

the broader

context

was to discover

at the heart of Graham's

ings, and then to relate these to the central doctrines
principle

of Lutheran

mendation

of the author's

theological

theology.

clearly on the difference
campaigners

between

the Lutheran

in Chapters

on conversion

their congregations

Church and evangelistic

used in this thesis was to present

to proceed with the comparison
ham's teachings

and the material

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.,,9

The general methodology
to be compared

teach-

namely to study "the

• . • and to instruct

in the understanding

two positions

and

This purpose was in line with the recom-

Church to its pastors,

issues involved

writ-

The more specific goal

that had to be considered

come to grips with the central principles

own published

In

I and II, then in Chapter

and to give a critical
from the perspective

the
III

analysis of Gra-

of Confessional

theology.
In Chapter

I particular

attention

state of man who is to be converted,
This is followed by his teaching
the various

is given to the nature and

according

concerning

aspects or stages of conversion,

and the Gospel in this process,
sion that is aspired

theology.

Jesus Christ and His work,
the significance

of the law

and finally the end or goal of conver-

to by the evangelist.

to the role of the human will throughout

9Infra, Appendix

to Graham's

(g), p. 122.

Special attention

this chapter.

is given

5

Chapter
sion according

II gives a detailed
to the Lutheran

Confessions.

lows that of the first chapter,
comparison.
Christ,

This includes

within

III contains

the structure

of three major

of God as law and Gospel,
new birth in relation

concerning

and conversion

specific

logy of Graham and the Lutheran

The outline

in order to facilitate

the teachings

the law and the Gospel,
Chapter

summary of the doctrine

generally

fol-

the subsequent

man and sin, Jesus

or repentance.

comparison

and a critical

themes that are crucial

Confessions.

of conver-

analysis

in the theo-

These themes are the Word

together with the work of the Holy Spirit; the

to justification

human will before or in conversion.

by faith; and the role of the

CHAPTER

BILLY GRAHAM'S
WITH PARTICULAR

I

THEOLOGY

ATTENTION

Sin and Human Nature:
Billy Graham has continued
the Christian

faith.

bodily

to insist on certain fundamentals

and His divinity,

and personal

salvation

the Holy Spirit.

..
1
ham ' s b'aSlC posltlon.

and sin.

the Problem

of the Bible,

the atoning

of the cross, the cataclysmic

resurrection,

new birth through

TO THE HUMAN WILL

These include the authority

gin birth of Jesus Christ
and the centrality

OF CONVERSION

of

the vir-

death of Christ

second coming and the

by repentance,

faith and the

There has been little

change in Gra-

This holds true for his teachings

concerning

man

This first part deals with the state of man from which he needs

to be converted.
All men are sinners.
ize this.

One of the tasks of the Christian

conversion.
vince

It is of vital importance

Voluminous

the audience

The ultimate

statistics

evangelist

and newsworthy

of the threatening

cause of these insuperable

problems

that they realis to stimulate

facts are used to con-

facing human society.

problems

is sin.

Even "social

lBilly Graham, "What Ten Years Have Taught Me," Christian Century 67 (February 17, 1960): 187 -89; Harold Linsell, "Reflections on a
Crusader," Christianity Today 15 (July 2, 1971):23.
Graham does admit
to mistakes, particularly in socio-political affairs, and certain statements he would like to retract.
6

7
sins are .••
Mankind

a merely

large-scale

is sick unto death.

pending
of man.

of the root of the sickness

by the Bible.

disaster.

The newspaper

likeness.

nature,

and moral faculties.

0f

was given absolute

G 0d an d

0f

This is described

the original

in terms of man's social

Graham emphasizes

He had the capability

Him.

5

of all gifts.,,4

Man listened

partnership

lived with his Creator.

ended in man's disobedience

This

by self-

God wanted man to choose to love

Man was to decide for the fellowship,

in which he originally

that man

to sin or not to sin.

When compared with animals, man is characterized
and se1f-determination.

for the

He had the power to choose

gift of freedom of choice is "the most precious

consciousness

nature

This con-

Man had the capacity

a 11 th'lngs. 3

freedom of the will.

either good or evil.

is necessary.

They bore God's image.

sisted in spiritual
of rational

sins.,,2

serves to confirm the im-

The story of Adam and Eve uncovers

They were created perfect.

. h t k now 1 e d ge
rlg

of individual

What is the cure?

The correct diagnosis
This is provided

projection

and rebellion.

and friendship

The test of man's love

This was the original

sin.

to the devil rather than God.

Adam was the head of the whole human race.
have been passed on to all men.

6

His sin and death

Man was made for fellowship

with God.

2''What Ten Years Have Taught Me," p , 189.

Book

3Billy Graham, World Aflame, (Tadworth,
(19l3) ltd., Reprinted 1966), pp. 68-69.

4Billy Graham, Peace With God,
17th printing, October 1963), p. 44.
5

World Mlame,

p. 69.

6
Peace With God, p. 42.

Surrey: The World's

(New York: Pocket Books Inc.,

8
He can find meaning,
tionship.

Sin broke the fellowship.

alienation,

restlessness,

The special
reality

life, peace and true happiness

As a result man suffers from

dissatisfaction,

nature of human sin.

not only due to the inherited
direct result of his

disposition.

(personal) decision

sponsible being to revolt against

blood poisoning.
blind.lO

and lust.

only the absence

Mount.

12

is

moral, re-

is spelt out in vivid detail.

and sins.

of the mark, falling

Man is filled with greed,

9

Sin is iniquity,

and egoism.ll

lawlessness,

The law is in the Ten Commandments

It is like a

unstable

short of a standard.

of love, but selfishness

7

and
devia-

It is not
Sin kills.

and transgression

of

and the Sermon on the

man thus rejects God~ insults God's truthfulness

Cf. Frank Colquhoun,
ton, 1955), p. 252.

lishers,

as an intelligent,

The mind of man is carnal, hostile,

Contemporary

disease

8

Sin is also active rebellion,
God's law.

The spiritual

He corrupts all he touches.

Man is dead in trespasses

tion, a missing

on the present

The fatal flaw is also "the

exposes what is in the heart of man.

prejudice

and defeat.

the will of his Maker.

The defect of the human nature

hatred,

7

frustration

concern of Graham is concentrated

and the universal

Scripture

only in this re1a-

Harringay

Story,

(London: Hodder

& Stough-

8Bi11y Graham, The Holy Spirit, (Waco, Texas: Word Books, Pub1978), p. 52. Word in parentheses was added by the author.

9Billy Graham, The Jesus Generation, (Minneapolis, Minnesota:
World Wide Publications, Special Crusade Edition, 1971), pp. 36-38.
10Ibid., p. 83.
llPeace With God, pp. 49-50.
12Ibid.,

p. 48.

9
by his unbelief

and refusal,

from the straight

and falls short in his duty.

He turns aside

path, he fails to do what he ought to do in God's

. h t. 13
Slg
Satan is at work controlling
through human agents.
willingly

14

Yet it is man himself

and deliberately.

has reached

the hearts of unbelievers.

who sins by choice
particularly

He is responsible,

the age of accountability,

guilty before

all have broken God's laws, guilt rests on all.

structure
requirement

given to recognize

of the law is the love for God.

Graham
of the law.

God.

Since

All deserve God's pun-

sin.

. f u 1ness an d·unrlg h teousness. 15
man ' s Sln

0f

when he

which begins when he is perhaps

eleven or twelve years old, and he is therefore

God's law is a mirror,

He works

It reveals

the

The fundamental

16

does not treat the concept that man is under the bondage

The law was given for man's benefit,

because

God loves man.

God wants to protect him and promote his happiness.

The law is compared

with the physical

laws, if disobeyed,

bring discord

order of the universe.

and disorder.,,17

first and second
"the only therapy

commandments

Graham

"Spiritual

can go so far as to say that the

-- to love God and the neighbour

the world has ever needed."

-- are

18

13The Holy Spirit, p. 53.
l4The Jesus Generation,

p. 90

l5peace With God, p. 108: Billy Graham, How To Be Born Again,
(Waco, Texas: Word Books, Publishers, 1977), p. 72.
16
How To Be Born Again,

p. 71.

17 Ibid., p. 69.
l8The Jesus Generation,

p. 121.

10
Sin affects the heart~ mind~ will and conscience.
sition exists from birth.

Man is spiritually

deaf and dead.

"
man th e capaclty
to 1ove H"
1m, 19 yet man does not d0 so.
God by reason.

He no longer knows the real difference

eVl"1 .20

speaks of God in its own language.

Nature

the conscience.

But man does not believe.

His will is in bondage

This dispoGod gave

He cannot find
between good and

God speaks through

His conscience

is dulled.

to sin.

As a result of sin, man is under the judgment of the holy God.
He punishes all sin.
death.

The punishment

is spiritual,

There is only one way of escape.

correct diagnosis of man's fatal sickness.
the cure.

God has made provision

The evangelist

incarnation,

the

It also has the answer and
through Jesus Christ.

God's Answer

is a herald of the good news.

what God did in Christ's
message

The Bible has provided

for salvation

Jesus Christ and Salvation:

physical and eternal

crucifixion

is Jesus Christ, the only and ever-living

21

The Gospel is

and resurrection.

The

Savior.

Jesus Christ the God ....
Nan is the unique and supreme manifestation
of God.

He participated

historical
" h • 22
f a i.t

in creation and is equal with God.

and posthistorical"

Son of God is "the object of saving

He will return as the judge and ruler of mankind.
19
How To Be Born Aga Ln, p. 30.
20Ibid.~ p. 86.
21 ''What Ten Years Have Taught Me~" p. 187.
2~orld

Aflame~

p. 108.

This "pre-

11
Graham teaches an objective
man. 23

Christ's

death and resurrection

in human history.,,24
reconciled

He accomplished

man to Himself

tionary death provides

outside

man's atonement
Christ's

of the resurrection

events

for sin.

God

voluntary

from the slavery of Satan.

for man's justification.

The factuality

of man, for

are "the most important

through the cross.

means rescue and redemption

all sins.

redemption

work

His substitu-

His blood cleanses
is essential

from

for man's

1H I
cross.

Satan's power has been broken.

resurrection

guarantees

man's resurrection

The cross also reveals
tion.

Death was abolished.

the world's

It proves God's hatred of sin.

Above all, it demonstrates

and eternal life.
guilt and the heart's

It satisfied

God's great love and mercy.

full, free and universal

salvation

Salvation

God in Christ

for all mankind.

Man cannot find his own way back to God.
own salvation.

corrup-

God's justice.

God's Son died for us while we were yet sinners.
has wrought

Christ's

He cannot achieve his

is by grace, not of works.

the only way back to the Father and to a restored

Jesus Christ is

relationship

of fellow-

ship and peace with God.
Jesus Christ and the Gospel are God's answer to the problem of
human nature and sin.

Now man must respond.

23Ibid., pp. 114-31;
Again, pp. 111-30.
24

World Aflame,

Peace With God, pp. 92-106; How To Be Born

p. 123

12

Conversion:

Man's

Conversion

conversion.
little

Jesus

children,

3 (KJV).25

demanded

it.

and a command:

in General

"Except

ye shall not enter

Han must be changed

Response

ye be converted,

into the kingdom

from the inside

"You must be born

again."

But what must man do to be saved?
The Bible

says:

difficult

to describe.

A reason
process

Repent

for this difficulty

can take.

show this.

and believe.

The numerous

Variety

.
ta k e, h ow muc h emotlon

can be like a gentle breeze,
the individual.
ment,

a cyclone

"It will be tailored

secret needs

and hopes. "

29

How

It is a challenge

can he be born again?
simple,

forms

but it is also

the conversion

of conversion

experiences

how much

The conversion

or a tornado.

28

time it will
experience

It varies

to our own environment,

Bible

Hatt.18:

26

No one knows

.
1ve d .27
Wl.11 b e lnvo

as

John 3:7.

are the many

is the key word.

of heaven."

out.

It is really

descriptions

and become

stories

illustrate

with

tempera-

this too.

It

is very personal.

25Graham cites many other passages.
Matt. 18:3 is one favourite
of his earlier writings.
Various versions are used throughout his writings.
The author's purpose is to present Graham's interpretation
of
Scripture, not his exegesis.
26

How To Be Born Again,

27Ibid.,

p. 163.

28Ibid.,

p. 166.

29Ibid.,

p. 165.

p. 147.

13
Conversion
pentance

always has three essential

and faith lead to regeneration.

for example,

recognized

turn around,

be regenerated.

The Old and New Testament

turn back, return,

It can mean to receive

Re-

Even the thief on the cross,

his sin, turned to the Lord, confessed

and was saved by regeneration.
terms:

phases or aspects.

His name,

use various

to change one's mind, repent,

to

Christ and grace, to gain assur-

ance, and the like. 30
Conversion
activity.3l

is the work of God.

But it also involves human

The human will is active in repentance

passive

in the crucial new birth.

version

contains

Graham's

a rare, concise definition

and faith.

Man is

sermon titled Christian

Con-

of conversion.

Conversion, then, is that voluntary change in the mind of a sinner
in which he turns on the one hand from sin and on the other hand to
Christ.
Conversion is the human side of the tremendous transfor--illationthat takes place in the divinely wrought "new birth," or "regeneration."
It is simply man's turning from sin to Christ.32
Graham continually

emphasizes

person of Christ.

Before

version,

that the individual

turning to the question

person turns to the
of man's role in con-

the role of God's ~Jord must be considered.

The Word of God
God's Word can be described
which God speaks to us

namely,

as "the tool of communication

by

the Bible!,,,33 It should be read,

30peace With God, p. 109.
31Billy Graham, "The University
1979):2; Peace With God, p. 112.

of Life," Decision

32Radio Messages, No. 111, (Minneapolis,
Graham Evangelistic Association, 1959), p. 4.
33How To Be Born Again, p. 43.

Minnesota:

20 (October

The Billy

14
studied~ memorized.

It changes people's

lives~ it is "a 'living' book

that works its way into your he ar t , mind and soul. ,,34 God reveals Himself to man through the words of the Bible.
and centres

in Jesus Christ.

Graham's
as an evangelist.
account of this.
Through

The Bible is a textbook.

information

the
It con-

man needs.

theology of the Word is also informed by his experience
"Biblical Authority

and Evangelism,,36 contains one

He prayed for authority

this authority

the Holy Spirit was speaking
says •.

,"

impelled

to come to Christ.

to the audience.

The Bible words and passages
Bible became a flame in his hands.
Scripture

men to make full commitment

He felt that

through him as he was preaching,

created faith, faith response,

to decide.

"The Bible

and hundreds

are seen as a powerful

The flame melted away unbelief
quotations

The
and

were used by God to cause

to Christ.
y

. . 37
h earts to th e Splrlt.

were

weapon.

The Holy Spirit uses the Word to convict sinners of sin
the truth of the Gospel.

His

the Bible as God's utter truth, by faith.

He claimed that his faith was conveyed

Authority

to proclaim God's Word.

sinners were to be turned to their saviour.

doubts ceased when he accepted

moved people

culminates

Faith is the means of understanding

f acts presente d· In th e S'
crlptures. 35

tains all the authoritative

This revelation

and of

The rapier of the Word pierces and opens men's
The Word is the hammer that breaks open the

34Ibid.
35Ibid.,

p. 48.

36Christianity Today 21 (October 22, 1976):14-16.
condensation of an article of October 15, 1956.
37See "What Ten Years Have Taught Me," p. 188.

This is a

15
stony hearts

so that men surrender

effectiveness
Christ
ation.

however

their lives to Christ.

depends upon the individual's

Its sa1vific

acceptance

of Christ.

and the Spirit come into man's heart and life to effect regenerGod's grace is not forced on man.
The following

writings:

conclusions

can be drawn on the basis of Graham's

The vJord is God's mighty

man's sinfulness
mind, prepares

and powerful

and His love in Christ
the heart and stimulates

he needs for repentance
Gospel,

however,

bestows

saving

through

instrument;
the Word;

faith; conversion

it informs the

the will; man has received

and faith; God may use additional

is never specified

God reveals

means;

the

as the means of grace whereby

is completed

only when Christ

all

God

enters

the heart through His Spirit; and the first step towards this end is
repentance.

Repentance:
Change
of people

Acknowledging

is possible

Sin and Turning Away

and no delay is needed.

"The Bible is full

from all walks of life who have been changed by an encounter

with Jesus Christ.,,38
changed right now.
man and prepares

This often happened

in one day.

One can be

One only has to come, "Just As I am."

39

God helps

him for repentance.

He does this by the conviction of the Holy Spirit and by making us
want to turn from our sins. Also He is preparing us for f a.Lth by
showing us how forgiving and majestic Christ is.40
Man needs this help, yet Christ
pent.

Man is too weak to turn unaided.
38

How To Be Born Again, p. l5l.

39Ibid.,

p. 156.

40Ibid.,

p. 163.

commands

and exhorts him to re-

His will is paralyzed

by sin,

16
his conscience
deaf.

seared or dead, his mind and reason blinded,

. l' us lS requlre
.
d •41
An outsi d e stlmu

with human responsibility.

and his ears

God's grace must be combined

God turns man, but man must consent "because

God does not override human choice. ,,42

Man is spiritually

dependent up-

on God, yet the Bible also speaks of man's moral independence.
Graham appears to contradict himself occasionally.
that man must consent to conversion
is paralyzed;

of his own free will.

or man is dead in his sins.

for this is the key word, variety.

and God's plan for them, differs from case to case.
that he does not understand

he is not a trained theologian.
ity for the human will.
for repentance.

Individuals,

The other is his

all things in the Bible, and that

But he does insist on a sphere of activ-

The reason is the Biblical

commands and demands

What then, does God ask of man?

God pleads with man to turn to him.
to turn him.44

"He can

43

One explanation

admission

But the will

Then again, man is only weak.

So man may not be free to choose, but he is free to refuse.
refuse to be chosen."

He can say

Many passages

for example, Rom. 10:13.
convert or regenerate.

He tells man to callan

Him

contain the certain promise of God's help,

Only God can and will save, namely justify,
But man must do it God's way, he must ask.

4lCh'rlstlanonverslon,
.
C
.

p. 4 .

42Ibid.
43Ibid.
44

World Aflame, p. 144. The Old Testament passages are quoted.
Graham does not distinguish between God's pleading with all Israel to
turn, and the individual application.
This indicates a Bible Dictionary use of terms, and insufficient care for context.
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Repentance
guilt before God.

includes

recognition

of sin, impurity,

This involves the mind.

. for h ~m
i
wor k an d th e cross ~s
persona 11 y:

Man must see that Christ's
"He loved me. ,,45 Chr ~
Lst

calls man out of the deadness of his sins.
repent.

46

Man can then see himself

nature and practice.

and personal

He gives him the ability to

as God sees him, namely a sinner by

All one has to do is to consent to this, to say

Yes.
Then one has to personally
and accountability.

acknowledge

Man is personally

that one should confess one's sin.
various

forms.

Luke 18:13.
be real.

The publican

Restitution

one's own responsibility

guilty before God.

This means

Such overt acknowledgment

said, "God, be merciful

may be possible,

otherwise

It may help "to complete repentance

may take

to me a sinner!"
repentance

may not

• . • it shows that we mean

business with God.,,47
This initial change of attitude

costs something now and later.

There must be a change in the way of living.
at conversion

or in later life.

Man faces sin in repentance,
it.

roands.

Sin blocks the work of the Holy Spirit.

confesses

The mind must be willing.

Sin must be acknowledged

it, and actually

Man tries to be obedient

That is "the real test" of genuine repentance,

to obey."

turns away from
to Christ's de-

the "willingness

48

45How To Be Born Again, p. 168.
46Billy Graham,
(April 1980): 2.

"You Can Have Resurrection

Life," Decision

21

47How To Be Born Again, p. 158.
48Billy Graham,

"You Can Bring Light," Decision

20 (June 1979):2.
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Repentance
grees.

involves

There is genuine

even Graham himself,

the feelings

and affections

sorrow for having

feel little

tions need not be suppressed.

in varying

sinned against God.

de-

Some,

during their initial repentance.

Emo-

But they are not a true indicator,

could be deceptive.

There is a sorrow unto death.

does not necessarily

lead to conversion.

tant aspect of the total personal

Regret

Yet the feelings

they

and remorse
are an impor-

involvement.

It is above all in the will that the "very heart of repentance"
is to be found.49
nounce

The Holy Spirit gives man the determination

. 50
an d f orsa k e Sln.

too weak.

Man may not have the power of himself;

But he must at least be willing,5l

At times Graham
pent without

to re-

or rather, become willing.

can also say that man "would be almost helpless"

God's help.

God gave man "a nature

52

In "The University

that allows

he is

to re-

of Life" he states that

(him) to choose;"

and that he "makes

his own choice of hell. ,,53
Graham
option.

can go even further

to assert a contemporaneous

Man chooses his own destiny.

sin or to repent.

Last year Graham

two-way

He chooses either to remain

claimed -- in over 5 million

in

copies

-- that "even God will not tamper with your will. ,,54 One may charge

49peace With God, p. 123.
50Ibid.,
5~orld

p. 124.
Aflame,

p. 144.

52How To Be Born Again,
53"The University
54Billy Graham,
1979): 2.

p. 158.

of Life," p , 2.
"Does God Have You," Decision

20 (November

19
inconsistency.
The ultimate

Such a charge may well be like water off a duck's back.
appeal is to the Scriptures.

"And whosoever
Scripture
presents

will, let him take the water of life freely."

passages

can support one, or two options.

an even choice,

either

•••

or.

not alter the thrust of his theology.
powered and stimulated
right now.

After all, Rev. 22:17 reads,

Generally,

Graham

But the single option does

The sinner who is convicted,

out of his paralysis

The chains of the earthbound

leased by true repentance.

(KJV)

must respond.

em-

He can do so

ego, pride and guilt can be re-

'~iblical repentance

is the fuel which is

used to propel our life with God at the controls.,,55

Man must utilize

this fuel.
Graham's
repentance.

recommended

prayer assertions

express his teachings

of

They include faith, the next phase,

Oh Lord, I am a sinner.
I am sorry for my sins. I am willing to
turn from my sins.
I am willing to change my way of thinking and
living, and I'm ready to bring my whole life under the Lordship of
Christ.
I confess Him as Lord.
I want to serve Him from this moment on in the fellowship of His Church.56
This can be called an ordo salutis,
first major phase of the process
so far.

Once man has recognized,

the human side of the process.

encompasses

beginning

of a new direction

the smaller steps described

acknowledged,

away from his sins, he is ready for faith.

57

renounced,

and turned

So genuine repentance

and a revolution

"makes way for the grace of God."

The

is the

of the whole person.

It is necessary.

It

The redemption

55How To Be Born Again, p. 160.
56Billy Graham, "How Can You Be Sure?," Decision 20 (March 1980):
2; and The Jesus Generation, p. 201, as compiled by the author.
57peace With God, p. 120
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of Christ can be made effectual

for the individual

only by repentance

and faith.

Faith:
Repentance

Turning

to Christ in Surrender

is the prerequisite

quisite for regeneration.

for faith.

Faith is the prere-

What does Graham mean by "faith?"

this faith related to the various concepts surrounding
theology?

The evangelist

der, and commitment.

constantly

it in Graham's

speaks of trust, yielding,

Man is challenged

ceive and accept Christ by faith.

How is

surren-

to come to Christ~ to take, re-

The repentant

sinner is asked to

open his heart to let Jesus come in, to let Him take over as Lord and
Saviour.

Certainly

and synonyms

the common thing in all these related expressions

is man's activity.

They are imperatives.

First of all, man needs knowledge

and understanding.

The knowl-

edge of God's love on the cross can melt the sinner's heart.
him to "repentance

for salvation.,,58

death, beyond human understanding.
understands

it all.

credible

Man can accept it as truth before he

The minimum

That must be accepted.

facts of history.

are facts.

to Christ's

"He simply must accept it on faith. ,,59 The mind

must know a certain amount.
resurrection. 60

There is a mystery

It brings

is Christ's

death, burial and

The Bible contains objective,

God cannot lie.

The cross and resurrection

God said that the just shall live by faith.

. Wlt
. h out reservatlons.
.
61
accept lt

Man must simply

So faith is deliberate,

58
How To Be Born Again, p. 115.
59Ibid., p . 116.
60peace With God, p. D8.
61 "B1.b 1 lca
. 1 A uth orlty
.
and Evange 1"
ism,

p. 14 .

personal
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acceptance

of the truth of the Bible.

Faith includes what God did and

how man shall live.
Faith is also a gift in two senses.
words of preaching

and "transforms

them by His power into a convicting

word in the lives of (the hearers)."
conviction

The Holy Spirit takes the

62

So faith is a God-given

personal

of the truth of one's own sin as well as the truth of the

Gospel.
God has given man a created "sixth sense.,,63 An argument used
is that God commands men to believe.
him the ability and power to do so.
works on and with man's natural
tion.
tainty.

Therefore

capacity.

He empowers man with convicto know with cer-

He can believe.

itself does not save."

64

but his faith has a limited function.
It is only the precondition

and so saves him.

believes,

man is not saved by faith alone.
act of regenerating

concept of faith is shaped particularly
with Christ.

62
The Holy Spirit, p. 54.
63peace With God, p. 157.
64The Holy Spirit, p. 56.
65Ibid•

Once a

'we may be sure that God the Holy Spirit accompanies

His own faith must precede God's subsequent

sonal relationship

sal-

the individual

We simply believe He will do this.

.
.h
.
,,65
lt Wlt regeneratlon.
Therefore

Graham's

"Faith

for personal

Once the condition has been met, God regenerates

concerned,
person

giving

It appears then that the Spirit

man now has this power to believe,

Man can believe,

vation.

He would not do this without

him.

by man's per-

Faith is a turning of the total person

22
to the person of Jesus Christ.
.
f'alt h •66
tlan

Jesus Christ is the object of the Chris-

By faith, man lays hold of Christ.

There must be a "dis-

position of the mind and heart toward Christ. ,,67 The hand of active
faith reaches

out to grasp the object.

Faith is trust and commitment.
particularly

the will.

conviction.

Tension,

This involves

The Holy Spirit provides

68

personalities.

The conflict

for example,

to save himself.

man ceases to struggle,

lution of the tension is man's willing

Saviour

to His will.

and Lord.

der have a martial

the first movement

or a conflict and struggle may follow.

varies with individual

commitment

the whole person,

acceptance

Man entrusts himself

of

The degree

should end when
The positive

of God's

me r cy ,

reso-

and a

to Christ completely,

as

These and subsequent

concepts of yielding

and surren-

flavour.

the idea of personal

allegiance

to a Lord and a commander.

Theyentail

They also fit into the context of man's

enmity with God.
Another

major concept that seems incompatible

is the door of the heart.

It has its starting point from John 1:12:

''But to all who received him, who believed
to become

children

of God."

on his name, he gave power

One way to receive

the person of Jesus

Christ is by opening 'one's heart and life to Him.
is knocking

on a door.

68Ibid., p. 148.

In Rev. 3:20, Jesus

Han must make the move to open the door of the

66peace With God, p. 157.
67
World Aflame,

with the pattern

p. 147.
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the inte 11 ect an d th e w~oIl •69

emotions,

the change wrought

the invited Lord comes in,

by the new birth must be expected.

The other passage
her heart

When

concerns

Lydia, Acts 16:4:

liThe Lord opened

to give heed to what was said by Paulll Graham's

tion is that the Lord opened her heart
and she was converted without

"to respond

. . . a strong

interpreta-

to the Gospel message,

emotional

display

This concept of the divine visitor has indeed a weak Scriptural
tion.

But it does give Scriptural

something.
in.

He dare not sit back passively.

Salvation

can become

been voluntarily

admitted

means that man must yield

heart.

Han

71

must relinquish

The emphasis

of mind and heart
or just anything!2
the person

on receiving

of Christ has

and surrender.

Faith

Man's whole being must be

the selfish use of his mind, body and
mean a yielding

is on "a single,

Such a yielding

There is a prior belief

70How To Be Born Again,

to rules and regula-

individual

relinquishment

• • . not believing

presupposes

69Billy Graham, How To Become
N.J.: American Tract Society, n.d.).

7lBilly Graham,

Man must do

Jesus as Saviour and

with yielding

toward the one person

of Christ.

founda-

Man must ask Christ to come

control to Christ.·

This does not primarily

tions as such.

,,70

into man's life.

This is linked particularly

yielded.

to the will.

a reality only when the person

There is a strong emphasis
Lord.

reference

°

everything

trust and confidence
in God's love and the

A Christian,

a Tract

(Oradell,

p. 166

"Does God Have You?"

1979): 2.
72How To Be Born Again, p. 161.

Decision

20 (November

in
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Gospel.

The will must be exercised

Christ's

entrance
Surrender

come the Master.

a reality.

gations.

to the Lord.

The prospective
Rejection

Rejecters

Christian

He must be allowed
life has obligations

to submit themselves

and surrender

when they refuse

faith,75

and appearnfrequently

in Graham's

writ-

But when called upon to enter the barrow,

He was unwilling
person.

to surrender

Genuine

per cent surrender

All of Graham's
76

to act upon such a

II man OU~6 lioll

him across in the wheelbarrow.

story of Moses

to

across Niagra Falls on

inos and sermons

one hundred

everything

74

illustrates

hands of another

obli-

surrender.

The story of a man rolling a wheelbarrow

he refused.

and

means man tries to avoid the required

Christ. ,,73 People are not converted

a tightrope

to be-

are those who draw back from the act of faith because

"they are not willing

faith of personal

to yield to make

But man has a choice -- he can refuse.

is submission

responsibilities.

in the decision

faith requires

the ultimate

It was either Egypt or God.

73peace With God, p. 129.
p. 132.

God, pp. 139-41.

76Ibid., pp. 127-34.
77 Ibid., p . 131.

The

for a clear-eyed

decision.

all the facts, counted
He clearly saw

"Only then did he decide to put his

His repentance

74The Jesus Generation,

irreversible,

on man's part.

all the pros and cons.

what lay at the end of each road.
faith and trust in God."n

pattern

Moses had weighed

all the costs, and considered

absolute,

to the person in Christ.

terms entail a decision

contains

75peace With

and commit his life into the

was his determined

forsaking,

25
refusing

and renouncing

future suffering,

of wealth

but also triumphs

It is of great importance
confessing

and Egypt.

On the faith side he saw

and rewards.

He chose God, by faith.

to take the step of acknowledging

Jesus Christ as one's own Saviour and Lord.

Rom. 10:9, and Matt.

10:32; if a person confesses

s save •
having been converted.

78

~ 1S con eSS10n 1S

owever,

to choose.

Man now has received

all he needs, including

All now hinges on his decision.

trust and commitment,

Jesus Christ.

knowledge

to convince man of the truth.

which the door of the Kingdom
personal

a so a slgn 0

So it could belong under new birth.

The Holy Spirit works

the emotions.

are

Jesus Christ and be-

In summing up, one can say that faith requires
mind.

Key passages

and

the ability

Faith is deliberate

and surrender

It is simple in practice.

This involves

"The will is the hinge on

of God swings.,,79
yielding

of the

to the person of

Simply accept Jesus Christ as

Saviour and Lord.
When man has done all he is required

to do, God will grant the

rebirth He promised.

New Birth:

God's Work in Man

New birth, or regeneration

is the work of God alone.
80

divine side of the coin of conversion.
new birth itself.

Man can do nothing

The human will is passive.8l

It is the
to produce

It is purely God's pro-

mised gift.

78How To Be Born Again, p. 168.
79"Does God Have You?", p. 2.
80
d p. 146 .
. p eace. W·1th G 0,
81Ibid.,
p. 150.

cf. The Jesus Generation,

p. 207; How To Be Born Again,
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What
generation,

is the nature
a miracle

of this gift?

accomplished

that cannot be fully understood.
" " at converSl0n.
"
83
o f th e S plrlt
Some receivers
new nature,
paired;

especially

into the soul.

85

attached

it.

Man receives

The old nature

cannot be re-

This regeneration
The divine

a

is char-

life is infused

or imparted.

Man par-

The Holy Spirit comes to live in man.

takes up residence

in the heart.

The believer

is

of God marks

the beginning

of various

great and

changes.

been justified.
now possesses

of the newborn

He has become
"
ever I astlng

for regeneration.

Lf1f e. 87

The Holy Spirit,

83Ibid.,

American

child, an heir of heaven.

The atonement

one actually

are the

and made them avail-

and immediately

receives

p. 52.

p,

145.

p. 147; The Jesus Generation,

How To Become A Christian

He

all the benefits

and resurrection

the benefits

86Billy Graham, What Is Conversion?,
Tract Society, n.d.).
87

he has

pp. 55 and 64.

84peace With God,
85Ibid.,

He is forgiven,

Only at new birth

God provided

But only the converted

82

is changed.

an adopted

won by Christ become man's own.

able.

baptism

to God forever.

The status

basis

of the exact time.

is implanted

re-

It is a mystery

signs need not accompany

by the gift of new life.

This indwelling
actual

Outward

The divine nature

Him, Christ

spiritual

It is the once-and-for-all

to follow Christ.84

takes of God's own life.86
Through

82

called a new self.

it is too weak

acterized

by the Holy Spirit.

may not be conscious

sometimes

It is an inner,

p. 171.
A Tract

(Oradell, N.J.:

27
forgiveness.

He is now accounted

which justifies
relationship

him.

righteous

He has been reconciled

has been established.

faith decision
not be seen.

of the willing,

through the blood of Christ
to God.

All this has taken place upon the

repentant

One must simply believe

powers are made available,

transformation

resulting

come effective.

can-

and accept it as fact.
88

New resources

and

and are at man's disposal.89

from new birth answers

There is joy and peace in the heart.

This regeneration

sinner.

The new birth means changes within man.
spiritual

A new or restored

The

the great need of man.

The other fruits of the Spirit be-

His gifts and new powers are available

for service and

victory.
Not all problems
assume the likeness
entation

will be solved immediately.

of Christ gradually.

is radical.

It involves

Many reborn may

Yet the redirection

the total person.

and reori-

It must become mani-

fest sooner or later.
The Spirit's work renews the mind.
standing of the Word.
Th e ego lS
. det h rone,d

Mental processes

converted
Christ's

dwelling

whole personality

is "enriched

88The Jesus Generation,
.
Ib ld.,

There is a

p,

p. 207.

79.

Aflame,

p. 159.

The

and the rules he must follow.

and empowered

90
Peace With God, p. 147.
9~orld

i k lng.
.
90
th ln

in the heart means He also dwells in the mind.

. t .,,91
Ch rlS

89

0f

to learn more of the glorious promises.

is informed of the doctrines,

under-

and one's outlook begin to change.

G 0d b ecomes t h e centre

desire to study the Bible,

There is an increasing

by this union with

The

28
The elements

that make up attitudes,

affections,

tastes and emo-

tions, are involved.

Man knows he has undergone

assurance

can be noticed by those around him.

of adoption

a vital experience.

There may be a

new spring in his step, a smile on his face, a sparkle in the eye.
These outward indications
Emotional

lows can be occasions

do not determine

of temptation,

His

92

the inner change.

doubt and testing.

The

newborn must not trust his feelings but take God at His Word, and believe

"
93 We walk by faith, not feeling.
h"1S prom1ses.
Tastes and attitudes
God does.

are affected.

The believer

He will love God and His righteousness,

is a new compassion,
are rejected,

a new disposition

the higher

obey God and His law.

and inclinations.

Lower things

The Spirit in the heart provides spiritual

The will is bent to God's will.

Man's whole moral life begins

The reborn still has the old nature.
Sin is no longer a practice;

not sin deliberately.

There

Man wants to

There are new choices, for man is motivated

glorify God and to pray.

has changed.

not the world.

is desired.

The will is changed.
power for noble purposes.

abhors sin as

to change.

But the attitude

to sin

it no longer reigns.

When fallen, sin is confessed~

to

forgiveness

One does
is

asked for and received.
There is a spiritual

conflict in the heart of the believer.

"it is up to us, day by day, to yield to the new nature which Christ

92peace With God, p. 151.

93

How To Become A Christian

Now

29
dominates. ,,94 One must let Christ be master of one's life.
the struggle against

the old nature.

man to lead a victorious
straint.

His supernatural

life of self-discipline,

He enables the believer

He helps in

strength

temperance

enables

and re-

to serve Him in every way.

Much of

this is said also of the Holy Spirit.
Satan is at work.

fects the mind and attacks man morally.
Christ enthroned
memorizes

is from him.

as Saviour and Lord of one's life.

Bible verses and quotes them as weapons

to keep the upper hand.

The newborn

of defense.

Personal witnessing

continues

only come with the resurrection

He invokes

is also

Graham's

terminus

exposition

particularly

until Christ returns.

Perfection

render continue
the Spirit.

can

of the body.

ad quem of conversion.

in his bookTheH61y

ing from and to, willingness,

Satan

The battle and the struggle be-

The above sketch of the new life in Christ is sufficient
illustrate

also

If such simple rules are followed,

can have no power over the Christian.
tween the two natures

He still af-

This threat is met by keeping

Christ's name, and relies on His Word.
needed

95

All temptation

obedience,

in the Christian

life.

Spirit.
commitment,

The Christian

to

Graham gives a full
The themes of turnyielding

and sur-

now also yields to

He must confess his sins that block the power of the Spirit

which is available
God's blessings

and should be utilized.

The conditional

nature of

still comes through.

When we yield ourselves totally every moment of every day to Jesus
Christ as Lord, the wonder-working power of the Holy Spirit in our

94Billy Graham; The Seven Deadly Sins, (Minneapolis, Minnesota:
The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1955), pp. 19, 28, 35.
95The Jesus Generation,

p. 221.
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lives and witness will be overwhelming.
It is at the point of surrender that the secret of purity, peace, and power lies.96
Let (the Holy Spirit) touch you as you yield yourself to Him.
greatest need in the world today is for fully committed Chris-

The

tl n .(
Graham's

preaching

converted.
audience,

to the unconverted

The same message

thus anticipates

the state of the

can apply to the true Christians

in the

except that they no longer have to open their hearts

same way.
Spirit.

God lives there now.
Their transformation

in the

They have the life and power of the

begins to answer

the need and problem

of

society and the world.

Baptism
The following
between baptism
writings.

and regeneration.

He is a professed,

that he upholds
rticle

the teaching

in the Baptist

as saying,
erated,

data are of significance

"A miracle

that is, made Christian,

secretary

conveyed

I don't preach

it."

Graham's

Southern

of believer's
indicates

can happen

the relation

Graham does not explain baptism

rebaptized

Standard

regarding

baptism
98

this.

in these children

Baptist.

His secretary

One can infer

by immersion.

An

Graham had been quoted
that they are regen-

through infant baptism."

reply,

in his

His personal

"I didn't say it; I don't believe
then commented,

that, there would be no need for evangelism.

"If Billy believed

We'd simply try to get all

children baptized."
96

The Holy Spirit, p. 129.

97Ibid.,

p. 220.

98Lloyd Wright, "Graham denies
Standard, (October 18, 1961), p. 15.

it;

supporting

statement,"

Baptist
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The author's

special enquiry received

this assertion:

• Rev. Graham does not preach baptism as a way of obtaining salvation nor does he believe it a part of salvation.
In short, he
believes that baptism is a sign of repentance by one who has made a
commitment to God through Christ.99
This supports that Graham divorces regeneration
k Th e HIS
0 y
h'1S 1atest b00,
guarantee
baptized

' , 100 h estates
p1rlt,

that a person has been regenerated.
after having "believed

sable condition

In

th at b'aptlsm provl'des no
Sdmon the Sorcerer was

in some fuzzy mental

heart was not right before God.

and baptism.

sense," but his

In the early Church, the one indispen-

for admission was regeneration.

Only the Holy Spirit

can supply regeneration.
This separation
the underdevelopment
Christ,

Graham's

of baptism and regeneration

of the Biblical

theology

The goal of conversion
the total personality

emphasizes

may partly explain

concept that the Christian

is in

that Christ is to live in man.

is that Christ should become Saviour and Lord in
and life of the individual.

be willing and active towards this end.

The individual must

Christ demands this, and the

Holy Spirit enables man to do so.

Summary
The original
ence.

fellowship with God was broken by Adam's disobedi-

Now sin and death have been passed on to all his descendants.

But each individual

also sins by his own choice.

guilty and deserve punishment.

All are therefore

Man's sin is at the root of mankind's

problems.

99Dave Stiff, Research Librarian of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1300 Harmon Place, Minneapolis, Minnesota, in a letter of May 27,1980.
100The Holy Spirit, p. 57; earlier writings
attitude.

portray a similar
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God has provided

an answer

Christ has won redemption
fellowship

with God.

all who will respond
Repentance
Holy Spirit

on the cross.

Jesus

Christ is the only way back to

The Gospel offers

forgiveness

and eternal life to

to God's offer.

is the first step demanded

convinces

ingly acknowledge

to man's sins and problems.

on the part of man.

the sinner of sin and God's love.

his sin and guilt, he must renounce

The

Man must will-

and turn away from

his sinful ways.
Man must continue
personally

his turning by turning to Christ

and deliberately

He

accepts Christ as his Saviour and Lord.

faith of trust, commitment
tute

in faith.

and total surrender

This

does not in itself consti-

salYrtion

receive

Christ

is the condition

merited

gift of new birth.

required

The Holy Spirit performs
receives

becomes
stored.

The renewed person

partaker

The Spirit's

fruits,

and imperfection

fo the un-

of regeneration.

justified

The broken

and forgiven.

fellowship

and continual

surrender

until Christ's

for a

and commitment.

return.

He

has been re-

gifts and powers become available

continue

Man

Christ and His Spirit now live in

is declared

of God's own life.

new life of love, obedience
Struggle

the miracle

a new nature and new powers.

the heart.

for God's bestowal

CHAPTER

CONVERSION

ACCORDING

The Lutheran

Churches

in sin since the fall.
is the chief sin.
sins.l

confess

fountain

created pure, holy and righteous.

law was written
in his Creator.

true knowledge

Original

his original
of

righteousness

God had
was implanted

and love were God's gifts to man.

in his heart and mind.
Therefore

leprosy

2

grace and His blessings.

Wisdom,

and acknowledge

Only thus can he know the jreatness

made man in His image and likeness.
in him.

sin and spiritual

and born

and source of all actual

for man to recognize

Man was originally

CONFESSIONS

that all men are conceived

This inherent original

sin and his own evil faults.
Christ's

TO THE LUTHERAN

It is the roott

It is necessary

II

God's

He had the right fear and trust

man was able to love God above all things and

to obey all God's commandments.3
All men were made sinners,
the disobedience

subject

of the first parents.

to death and the devil through

This is more than a mere passing

1

Augsburg Confession (AC) II, 1; Formula of Concord, Solid Declaration (SD) I, 5; Epitome (Ep , ) I, 20; Smalcald Articles (SA) III,I,l.
All subsequent quotations are taken from Theodore G. Tappert's translation and edition of The Formula of Concord, The Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959).
2

Apology

(Ap) II, 33, 50.

3Ap II, 9; 18-23; Ep I, 2; Vl

t

33

2.
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on of the first sin.

Man is now condemned by God's law and under His

wrath on account of the original
truly sin.

serve human nature.
God's creation.

Rather,

Man's nature

to create and pre-

not to be identified

with

sin dwells and inheres in the nature.
sin is an all-pervasive

It is bottomless,

is thoroughly

abominable,

poisoned.

Absolutely

5

corruption

of

inexpressibly
nothing

sound

in body, soul, reason, mind, heart and will, inwardly or out6

Therefore

this unspeakable

.

sin is therefore

inherent

the whole human nature.

t~on.

continues

to

God does not create sin which comes from the devil and

This universally

wardly.

God, however,

Original

the evil will of man.

remains

This sin is

Man is guilty before God, even apart from his willingness

. or h i~s actua 1" s~nn~ng. 4
s~n

evil.

sin which is now his sin.

man no longer knows God.

damage.

He can only believe

He cannot even understand
it through God's revela-

7
Negatively

of original,

viewed,

concreated

ing good, no spiritual
skills are left.8

original

sin is an utter lack and deficiency

righteousness.
faculties,

This needs to be forgiven.

powers,

capacities,

There is a small spark of knowledge

capabilities

Nothor

that there is a

4AC II; SA III, I, 1; Ap II, 1 and 5; SD I, 5.
SAC XIX;

SD I,

33-42.

6Ep I, 8; SD I, 6, 11. Cf. R. Klann, "Original Sin," in Robert
H. Preus & Wilbert H. Rosin, eds., A Contemporary Look at the Formula of
Concord, (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1978), pp. 103-121.
This article on SD I emphasizes the complete corruption of human nature
and original sin.
7Ap II, 3; SA III, I, 3; Ep I, 9.
8
Theologie

Ap II, 14, 47; Ep I, 16; SD I, 23.
der lutherischertBekenntnisschriften

Cf. Holsten Fagerberg,
von 1529 bis 1537,

Die
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God, but that is not trust and love.

. hment. 9
an d pun i.s

A veil before man's eyes prevents

truth of his condition.

there is nothing

initiate,

effect or produce

The Confessors

left in the original

draw conclusions

lO

admit that man has some power, freedom,
things subject to reason.

from premises,

and so forth.

is sin.

He can un-

But he can only perform

to the second table of the Ten Com-

Even this rare civil righteousness

God's sight.

and abil-

of the law written on the mind, he can make decisions,

outward works of the law according
mandments.

sinner by which he could

even a good thought in God's sight.

ity to act and choose in external
something

him from seeing the

Only God can remove the veil through His Word.

Therefore

derstand

Man does not even know God's wrath

amounts

to nothing

in

God judges the heart, and all that is not done from faith

Spiritually,

man is lifeless

and dead.

There is no true know-

. G0d •11
ledge, no f ear an d no trust l.n

Positively,

man's

inherited

corruption

is concupiscence.

tinual evil desires and lusts exist naturally.
nations
set.

12

are an integral

part of his whole being,

As a result, man sins in practice

things.

He trusts anything

but God.

turned away from Him, despising

Con-

Impure and sinful inclisensations

and mind-

by seeking and loving carnal

He ignores and hates God.

Him and His judgment.

He is

He is actively

translated by Gerhard Klose, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965),
pp. 138-49.
Original sin is both a lack or deficiency; also concupiscence.
9Ap

II, 17 ; IV, 9', SD II, 9', VI, 22.

10Ap IV, l33-35;

SD I, 25.

llAp IV, 7, 35; XVIII, 4-7 ; SD I, 12, 60.
l2

Ap II, 3, 5, 38.
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opposed

to and at enmity with God.13

All works of the unbeliever

sins because of his corrupted nature and unreconciled
is the greatest

sin.

But neither

and outwardly

its threats and punishments,

mises and offers of grace and favour can improve man.
makes people worse.

Unbelief

.
h eart. 14
A 11 sins procee d from th e un b e 1·levlng

The law of God still serves to restrain
human society.

state.

are

It brings God's wrath,

protect

nor its proInstead,

the law

terror, despair and alien-

.
15
atlon.
God's will expressed
condemn sin, its ignorance,

in the law works powerfully
deficiency

reveals man's utter inability

and corruption.

to reveal and
Above all, it

to fulfil the first commandment

of faith

and trust from which all others flow.16
The law reveals man's inescapable
judgment.
death.
Temporal

Man has been sentenced

God's punishment

includes

ills and miseries

guilt and God's verdice

to physical,

the loss of concreated

of every kind are man's lot.

jected man to the tyranny and rule of Satan.
death for the lawbreaker
Tragically,

spiritual

has been fulfilled

God has subpromise of

man does not even realize what he is suffering without

II, 8, 24 ; IV, 79; SD I, 11.

III, II, 1-5.

l6

Ap IV, 27 ; Large Catechism

l7

righteousness.

in all Adam's descendents.17

l4SD IV, 8.
, V, 2.
l5SA

and eternal

The original

light of God's Word.
13Ap

Ap II, 47; SD I, 13, 27 •

and

(LC) I, 2, 324.

the
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Man's sin and guilt is so great that only the triune God can forgive, remove, and raise from death.
embedded

that the concupiscence

Even then, original

remaining

sin is so deeply

in the regenerated,

will be

.
18
d estroye d on 1 y at d eat h an d· ln th e resurrectlon.
The Confessions

extend the utter corruption

the human will before and in conversion.
disposition

The will is active.

Man is not even capable of receiving

stand.

He certainly

Man is in utter bondage

and spiritually

in anything

spiritual

is not even a glimmer of spiritual
The so-called

"free will,"

only in an anti-godly

direction,

corruption

magnified

dead.

Therefore

and pleasing

he cannot

to God.

ever away from God.

is active

20

and uphold the sentenced

inestimable

There

for conver-

the created power of willing,

with all its consequences.

God's pure grace and Christ's

to

grasp or give assent to

life to prepare himself

It is vital fully to recognize
hopeless

But man's

the truth he cannot under-

cannot accept, apprehend,

initiate or cooperate

sion.

also to

and will desires and wills only what is evil and opposed

God.19

it.

specifically

sinner's

Only in this way will

merits and benefits

be properly

and extolled.2l

l8Ap II, 35; Ep I, 6; SD I, 14, 62; II, 5.
19Ep II, 3; SD II, 12, 17.
20

SD II, 7. Cf. Robert Kolb, Andreae and the Formula of Concord,
Six Sermons on the Way to Lutheran Unity, (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1977), pp. 81-91.
Man has no free will in spiritual matters.
21SD I, 3.

Ap II, 50.
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The Lord Jesus Christ:
Mankind's
Christ.

salvation

The Righteousness

rests entirely

on the righteousness

None other than the person of the God-Man

man's redemption.
ness of God.

22

are an integral

of God

could accomplish

His work alone met the requirements
Both

the teaching

of Jesus

of the righteous-

of the person and the work of Christ

part of the justification

of the lost sinner before

the

holy God.
The personal
essential

union of the divine and the sinless

for the salvation

ty Lord and Creator,

assumed

Only the total obedience
satisfy

the eternal,

of man.

The eternal

human nature

Son of God, the almigh-

the fully human nature

of flesh and blood.

of the total person of this Saviour

unchanging

righteousness

is

23

of God.

could

Only He who was

true God and true man at the same time could cover man's disobedience.
On 1 y sue h per f ect

0 b e d·
a erice

The confessors
of the two distinct
munication

'
d to. man as r i.g
. h teousness. 24
cou 1d b e reCIDne

emphasize

yet undivided

of the essential

another
natures

attributes

aspect of the ineffable
of Christ.

This means

as the Lord and almighty

God of the universe.

and continues

to act

"in, according

The unique

of His two natures

through all eternity.25

that Christ

union
com-

continues

is not only omnipresent
He is present

on earth

to, with and through both

22Ep III, 3; SD III, 4.

Christ,"

23SD III, 56. CLTheodore
Enge1der, "The Active Obedience
Concordia Theological Monthly, I (November 1930) 810-17.
24SD VIII,

20, 43, 84.

25LC II, 29; SD I, 43; VII. 44; VIII,

6.

of
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natures."

26

This Lord is present

surned and glorified
sympathizes

human nature.

with His brothers.

knows their misery.27
this knowledge.

among His people according

to His as-

This divine Lord is true man Who

He understands

The believers

their temptations

can draw continual

They can also rejoice

in the awesome

and

comfort from

truth that their

"flesh and blood have in Christ been made to sit so high at the right
hand of the majesty

and almighty

power of God.,,28

The great thrust of the Confessions

is that the merits

and bless-

ings of this same Lord Jesus Christ are bestowed

on man.

work and history

the forgiveness

must be related

o
of
an d Justllcatlon.
0

29

0

sinners are ~

All God's benefits

nobis and propter

Christ's

bitter

suffering

the core of the redemption.
the reconciliation,
granted because
against man.

to its purpose,

He is and remains

corrupt and lost

and death, and His resurrection

His all-sufficient

work.

of sins

Christum.

the new relationship

of Christ's

for the wholly

All Christ's

sacrifice

of God to man.

He is the propitiator

the only mediator

are

accomplished
Forgiveness

is

of God's wrath

between man and God.30

26SD VIII, 46.
27SD VIII , 76-87.
28SD VIII, 96.
29Ap IV, 51; XXIV, 23.
30

Ap IV, 40-42, 80; XXIV, 23, 56-60; SA II, I, 1. Cf. Robert
Preus, Getting into the Theology of Concord, A Study of the Book of
Concord, CSt. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1977), pp. 40-47.
The
major statements on Christ as Mediator, Reconciler, and Redeemer are
presented in a simple way for lay people.
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Man's righteousness
and passive

obedience

that can be reckoned

of the God-Man.

righteousness

by His Holy Spirit in the promise

mankind.
through

of Christ's

It can be received,
the gift of faith.32

sinner's

conversion

apprehended

31

and reconciliation

of the Gospel.
and accepted

is

It is for all

by man only

Before turning to the explication

from unbelief

active

There is no other righteousness

to man in heaven or on earth.

This treasure
offered

can only rest on the total, perfect,

of the

to faith, the question who Jesus

Christ is can be summed up in another way.
In the Large Catechism,
Lor d,?,,33
.

The believer

Luther asks:

"What is it to 'become a

knows that Jesus Christ has delivered

all the mighty powers to which he was enslaved.
Lord because He delivered

is man's

him from all sin and evil, from the wrath of

God and the tyranny of the devil.
destructive

Jesus Christ

him from

powers at inestimable

This Lord has taken the place of the
cost.

"Lord" simply means the same as Redeemer, that is, he who has bought
us back from the devil to God, from death to life, from sin to righteousness, and now keeps us safe there. • . . All this in order to
become my Lord • • . the entire Gospel we preach depends on the proper understanding of this article (of the birth, passion, resurrection and ascension of Christ).
Upon it all our salvation and
blessedness are based.
34
God the Father
mankind's

redemption.

sent the Lord Jesus Christ for the purpose
The incarnate Lord came and satisfied

eousness of God for the salvation of sinful mankind.
31Ep

. SD III, 4, 15, 22, 55, 58.
III, 3 ,

32Ap

IV, 45, 80-81,

33

LC II, 27.

34LC

II, 31-33.

of

the right-

The Father and the

231; LC II, 38; SD III, 9-11; XI, 29-33.
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Son sent God the Holy Spirit to draw man into the Son's kingdom
The Spirit does this by the conversion

Conversion:

of the sinner.

The Work of the Holy Spirit
Conversion

Conversion
are three distinct

in General

is a change that involves
aspects.

the whole person.

contrition

and faith.35

from unbelief

to faith.

None can become a Christian

Yet repentance

Contrition
recognizes
the law.

Faith is wrought

subsequent

In repentance

also continues

must be distinguished

his sinfulness

There

The first two are called repentance.

ance includes

pentance.

of grace.

throughout
from faith.

and feels God's wrath.

Repent-

man is converted
without

initial re-

the believer's
In contrition

life.
man

This is the work of

through the Gospel by the Holy Spirit.

The

inner renewal and the fruits that follow are the third aspect

of conversion.

The new life of faith and sanctification

is perfected

only after death and at the resurrection.
There is a real change in conversion.

This change is spelled

out in more detail in the Formula of Concord:
35

The Book of Concord does not employ a consistent terminology.
The last writing, The Formula of Concord, describes conversion in this
all-embracing manner, e.g., SD II, 70-90. Article V, 3-9 explains that
"Gospel" and "repentance" have various meanings in the Scriptures.
Melanchthon used "penitence" for repentance and the total newness of
life and its fruits, cf. Ap XII, 28, 131. This had led to some misunderstanding.
"Regeneration" is sometimes used for "justification" or
"sanctification,"
cf. SD III, 18-21. Cf. Theodore Engelder, "Contrition," translated by Herbert J. A. Bouman, Concordia Theological
Monthly 28 (May 1957):322-48.
Engelder offers an extensive presentation of contrition together with an examination of modern false
teachings.
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in true conversion there must be a change, there must be true
activities and emotions in the intellect, will, and heart, so that
the heart learns to know sin, to understand and accept the promise
of the grace of Christ, to have good spiritual thoughts, Christian
intentions, and to fight against the flesh, etc. For if none of
these things takes place or exists, there is no true conversion.36
The confessors
justification
sion.37

were above all concerned

of faith remain preeminent

also in the context of conver-

This article must be most carefully

other preceding,

accompanying

is true that justification

and subsequent

distinguished

from all

aspects of conversion.

and sanctification

cause true faith never exists in isolation.
with conversion.

that the article of

cannot be separated,

It
be-

Yet faith is not identical

For neither

contrition nor love nor any other virtue (is) the means and instrument with and through which we could receive and accept the grace
of God, the merit of Christ, and the forgiveness of sins offered to
us in the promise of the Gospel, but only faith.38
The only two "efficient
Spirit and the Word of God.39
can do nothing

causes" of man's conversion
Man is spiritually

towards his conversion.

It is spiritually

dead.

Conversion

dead.

are the Holy

Therefore

Man's will is completely

is a resurrection

he

passive.

of the corrupt

""
1 d eat.h 40
Wl"II f rom splrltua

Man is of course not mere dead matter.
and perceptive

creature.

It is in or on man's

that the Holy Spirit performs His work.

SD III, 24-26, 40.

38Ibid.,

intellect,

heart and will

It is man's will and mind which

36SD II , 70.
37Cf.

He is still a thinking

3l.

39Ep

II, 19; cf. SD II, 71; XI, 7l.

40SD

II, 87.
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must be converted.
verted,

Once the penitent

he can cooperate

him, albeit

in the works which the Spirit performs

in great weakness.

There is another

sinner has been regenerated

sense in which the human patient

IT

act against God until he is converted.

is more than

i~ wor§~ thnn n ton~. Th~

sinful person resists God, is hostile

who continue

through

41

fininert block or iton~ in conv riion.
unregenerate

or con-

Neither

to Him, and can only

does God coerce those
42

to resist the truth made known by the Holy Spirit.

Again and again, the confessors

attribute

all good to God alone.

Man is saved solely by God's grace~ mercy and power.

Holy Scriptures ascribe conversion, faith in Christ, regeneration,
renewal and everything that belongs to its real beginning and completion • . . altogether and alone to the divine operation and the
Holy Spirit. 43
God the Holy Spirit does not convert man without means or created
instruments.
ment.
ence.

He deals with him only through the external \\fordand sacra-

By these He teaches saving knowledge,

repentance

and new obedi-

44

Repentance:

Contrition

Contrition

and the Law

No one can be saved without
repentance

- contrition

41Ep

repentance.

The two aspects of

and faith - must be clearly distinguished.

II, 17; SD II, 62, 65, 89.

42Ibid.,
43SD

and Faith

24, 59, 60, 64, 73.

II, 25; cf. Ap XVIII, 7.

44SA III, VIII, 10; Ep II, 13; SD II, 4; XII, 30.
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This distinction

is closely bound up with the distinction

between

the

law and the Gospel.
God deals with man only through means.
deals with man through the instrument

is brought about.

But the law is the means

and which condemns

for repentance

and conver-

They both go together, must "be urged side by side, but in proper

. .
.
,,47 For genuine
or d er, an d· Wlt h th e correct d lstlnctlon.
precede

every-

to God's will.,,46

Both law and Gospel must be preached
sion.

too, God

"The law is a divine doctrine

which teaches what is right and God-pleasing
thing that is sinful and contrary

In contrition,

of the law which reveals his right-

of grace by which saving faith is engendered.
by which contrition

45

faith.48

contrition

must

Man does not know what the Gospel is until he knows

what the law requires.

Knowledge

of the law shows the need for the

Gospel.
The work of the law is God's "alien work.,,49
to forgive and comfort by the Gospel.
and quicken.

Jesus Christ Himself

He terrifies

preached

His proper work is
in order to vivify

the law powerfully

and

45SA III, VIII, 10; Ep II, 13 and others.
46Ep V, 3.
47SD V, 15. Cf. C. F. W. Walther, The Proper Distinction Between Law and Gospel, translated by W. H. T. Dau, (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1929).
48 SD III, 23.
49Ap XII, 158.
In traditional Reformed theology, both law and
Gospel are part of Christ's real work; cf. Hermann Sasse, Here We Stand,
Nature and Character of the Lutheran Faith, translated by T. G. Tappert,
(New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1938); particularly Chapter
III, a. The Gospel, pp. 111-22.
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explained

it spiritually.

fying exhibition

He denounces

sin.

of God's wrath against

sin.

Even His cross is a terri-

50

The office of the law is also the Holy Spirit's alien work.
convinces

the world of sin and unbelief.

the law, but through the Gospel.
law.

51

Confusion
Christ.

The Spirit is not given through

Yet He convicts

This work must be distinguished

through the work of the

from His proper work as Comforter.

of the two leads to an obscuring
The unconverted

of the glorious benefits of

must hear the clear and unambiguous

tion of the law at the appropriate

He

proclama-

time.52

The basic function of the law is to reveal, condemn and denounce
sin. 53

This applies both to believers

and the unconverted.

Everything that rebukes sin is and belongs to the law, the proper
function of which is to condemn sin and to lead to a knowledge of
sfu.~
Everything that preaches about our sin and the wrath of God, no
matter how or when it happens, is the proclamation of the law.55
The law teaches the righteousness
man.

It threatens

a dispensation
unbelief,

transgressors

of condemnation.

the root sin.

and inner perfection.

of God and His unchanging

will for

with God's wrath and punishment.
It particularly

It is

condemns and rebukes

The perfect and spiritual law requires works

56

Since man is totally corrupt and sinful, the

50SD V, 11; Ap XII, 51, 45; Ep V, 8-10.
51SD V, 11, 19.
52Ibid., 9-13, 27.
53Ap XII, 53.

54SD V, 17.
55Ibid., 12.

56Ibid., 16-19; Ep V, 4; Ap IV, 44.
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law pronounces

God's judgment

of physical,

spiritual

and eternal punish-

ment, death and damnation.
The preaching

teaching contrition.

of the divine Word of the law has the purpose of

thunderbolt,

The law is a powerful

the knowledge
0f

.
57
an d open s~nners.

an d b on dage

It opens his eyes to the

hi~s own or~g~na
. . 1 s~n.
. 58

0f

~J,
Genuine

contrition

come different.59

sinful.

There is nothing

the greatness

proclamation

of God's powerful
6l

aroused and terrified.

at his failure to believe.

.
H·
aga~nst
lm.

of the spiritual

wrath against

Man actually

sin.

law.

60

The conscience

searches

Man feels alienated

for help.

59SA III, III, 19-38.
2; Ap XII, 29; SD XII, 150; V, 3-8.

62Ap XII, 64; IV, 270; SA III, II, 4.

is

The

This does

from God and murmurs

SA III, II, 4.

6lAp IV, 62, 292.

and

God's wrath

Man flees in terror of the judgment.

S···
~n lS lllcreased .62

60Ibid.,

of recogni-

feels and experiences

57SD V, 15; Ap XII, 144; IV, 37.
58c£.

True con-

of the law shows its fierceness

finds no peace, it anxiously

not improve the situation.

Such knowledge

by

He must be-

left for him to rely on.

tion comes only from the proper preaching
The effective

and acknowledgment

He is utterly lost.

trition leads to true sorrow of the heart.

It shows

a

means a recognition

the sinner that he is wholly

and

The law is to lead man to

of the real nature of his sin.

.
t h e corrupt~on

conscience

It is God's

the hammer that breaks the heart of the unconverted,

.
th at d estroys h ypocr~sy

d ept h

instrument.
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Such terrors of sin and death in the conscience

are

not merely thoughts in the intellect but also a horrible turmoil in
the will as it flees God's judgment; just so faith is not merely
knowledge in the intellect but also trust in the will
63

~'

I

I

I,

cape may lead him into presumptiousness

or hypocrisy.

He may be humbled,

or he despairs.
The proper preaching

of the law directs people into the law.

They learn to know how much God demands.
absolute

spiritual

requirement

no one can fulfill

it.64

of faith and love, it becomes

by the law.

ing can only be away from God and against God.65

righteousness

different

The preaching
accuses,

condemns,

The full realization
But

and man needs a

The law always

Therefore

Ap IV, 304 ; cf. IV, 270.
V, 9; Ap IV, l6l.

SA III, III, l', Ap XII, 64.
SA III, III, 19.

leads only to despair.

the Gospel must immediately

true repentance

65

condition

the sinner.66

is that it should lead to salvation.

63

66Cf.

God requires

is not enough.

of one's hopeless

the purpose of contrition

64Ep

All one's striv-

It is futile for man

convicts, works wrath and frightens

The Holy Spirit effects

the

from all that man is, has or does.

of contrition

This the law cannot do.

before

The law reveals

of all human efforts and supposed merits.

to pit his works against God's wrath.

in its

clear that

It shows that the sinner is accountable

God, and that no one can be justified
uselessness

When the law is revealed

by the Gospel.

be added.
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Therefore both the law and the Gospel "must be urged constantly
and diligently in the Church of God until the end of the world, but with
due distinction."

The law is the custodian who "points and leads not

away from but toward the Christ who is the end of the law.11

67

For that

reason the Gospel of forgiveness through Christ must be preached. If
the contrition is not followed by faith it is not true contrition.
Even the deepest contrition by itself is only regret and remorse.

68

It

only leads to death as in the case of Saul and Judas.
This again shows up the relative significance of the law over
against the Gospel, the means of grace.
saint and sinner.

Contrition is necessary for

But forgiveness is not received because of contrition.

Neither contrition, nor any form of confession can be a cause or condi
tion for faith and justification.

True contrition acknowledges that God

is righteous and just in His jud gments.

69

It is "the genuine terror of

a conscience that feels God's wrath against sin and is sorry that it has
sinned.11

70

Both the accompanying confession of sins and the fruits that

follow faith, are but indications of a genuine contrition and repentance.
The contrition preceding justification and the good works that follow
.
b efore God.
"f"ication
.
. h are not a part of JUsti
fait

71

Contrition continues in the life of a person who has become a
believer.
67

SD VI, 24.

68
69
70

Ap XII, 8.
Ap IV, 384; XII, 20, 23, 10 7 .

Ibid., 29.

71

Ap IV, 27 5; XII, 5 6 -58, 132, 17 4; Ep III, 11.
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could (not) coexist and copersist
Faith in this connection .
with a wicked intention to sin and to act contrary to one's conscience.72
Faith has its existence in penitence;73 that is, it is conceived
in the terrors of a conscience that feels God's wrath against our
sins and looks for forgiveness of sins and deliverance from sin.
This faith ought to grow and be strengthened in these terrors and
in other afflictions.
And so it cannot exist in those who live
according to the flesh, who take pleasure in their lusts and obey
them.74
Contrition
law.

is the necessary

context for faith.

It is the alien, preparatory

God's terrifying
walking

thunderbolt

in darkness

righteousness

It is the work of the

and convicting work of the Holy Spirit.

of the law starkly reveals

and impurity.

and security.

This hammer

the sinner who is

destroys his self-

Since this is God's work through the law,

man can only suffer contrition.
His whole being and will is not producing
salvation

in contrition.

In his despair

tio" which would only be an artificial
contritio,

involved

as a living creature.

ment, spiritually

dead.

remorse.

before

A contrite

Creator.

dread the punish-

His will is in turmoil.

73"Penitence"

here means repentance

It can

into the horns of his ines-

state is the proper God-willed

cf.

7SSA III, III, 2.

Man is indeed

But he is under divine wrath and judg-

72Ep III, 11;

74Ap IV, 142.

and pain of death.,,7S

the law.

only drive him deeper into sin and rebellion,
capable dilemna.

It is purely "passiva

His mind, heart and conscience

ment of the holy and righteous

towards his

there can be no "activa contri-

true sorrow of the heart, suffering

Man and his will are helpless

anything

context

SD III, 22.
as contrition

and faith.

in

50
which he must now hear the promise of deliverance.
ful announcement

He must hear the joy-

by which he can learn of his release from the bondage

of sin and Satan, of God's wrath and the terrors of hell.
Spirit performs His enlightening
vivifies
is saved

the mortified

The Holy

and saving work through the Gospel.

and penitent

creature whom God loves.

He

The sinner

through the gift of faith and by the power of the Gospel.

Faith and the Gospel
Fallen man must hear the Gospel in order to obtain the faith by
which he is justified.
means of grace.
meanings

The Gospel in the strict and narrow sense is the

This must be carefully

distinguished

from the wider

of the word Gospel.
Sometimes Gospel refers to the writings

It is also used for all the New Testament
the preaching

writings.

In such cases both

of the law and the Gospel are included.76

the whole content of the Scriptures
is to be taught by the Church.
He commanded

of the four evangelists.

them, Matt.

28:20.

is meant.

Occasionally

Of course all Scripture

Christ told his disciples

to observe all

But man cannot be saved by the law in

the Scriptures.
The Gospel is the good news concerning
the Righteousness
Christ.

of God.77

It encompasses

the Lord Jesus Christ,

the person and work of Jesus

In the strict and narrow sense, this Gospel does not include

76Cf. LC I, 65 , 182 ; SA III, III, 3 9; Ap XII, 157, 173. Cf.,
Henry P. Hamann, "Law and Gospel," in A Contemporary Look at the Formula of Concord, pp. 171-76.
The writer here also points to some confusion that arose on account of inconsistent use of terminology in the
16th century.
77Th11S
" re f ers to an ear I"ler chapter.
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the law taught so authoritatively
mation of contrition

by Jesus Christ.

and reproof."

It is not a "procla-

The Gospel that is to be believed

by

the sinner is
precisely a comforting and joyful message which does not reprove or
terrify but comforts consciences that are frightened by the law,
directs them solely to the merits of Christ, and raises them up
again by the delightful proclamation of God's grace and favour acquired through the merits of Christ.78
Only this joyful and delightful
sole and vivify.

message

of God's grace in Christ can con-

The Holy Spirit works only through

This Gospel need not appear as a specific
and places.

The Confessions

extol the merits of Christ.

events.

accepted

in faith.

are forgiven because
God Who reveals
that whole

beginning

not merely

that

with the incarnation.79

to increase

knowledge

The individual
of Christ.

the Gospel

Yet

of past

to the purpose and

The Gospel is an offer and a promise
person is to believe

to be

that his sins

Man is called to faith and trust in the

the truth of the Gospel

context,

of expressions

But the Gospel does include all Jesus

The faith of the hearers must be directed

effect of the history.

formula in all times

contain a rich variety

Christ has done for lost mankind,
it is taught and proclaimed

this means.

to the guilty sinner.80

Within

is

everything which comforts and offers the mercy and grace of God to
transgressors of the law
• a good and joyful message that God
wills not to punish sins but to forgive them for Christ's sake.81

78Ep V, 7.
79SD V, 20.
80Ap IV, 45, 48; XII, 60; XX, 23.
8lSD V, 21.
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The content of the Gospel

is therefore

not the whole Bible.

is not only the person of Jesus Christ as such.

The confessor's

It

concept

of the Gospel must include the purpose of the work of Jesus Christ.

God

reveals His eternal plan, His good and gracious will in the Gospel.
Through

the Gospel, God wants to and does grant forgiveness

cation.

This is so strongly emphasized

in the Confessions,

and justifithat the

Gospel can be called "nothing but forgiveness.,,82
This Gospel is for man the sinner.
offer and a promise.

It teaches him.

This promise has the same content as the promise

given to Jew and Gentile

before the incarnation.

to the content of the promise of the Hessiah
S3

plish for all mankind.

of the term.

It offers help.

faith is given and bestowed.

Through

the Gospel.

in the conventional

the preaching

The Gospel actually

"F alt
. h lS
. concelve
.
d b y th e Wor.d ,,8 6

destroys

and justification

87

262.

84Ap IV, 43.
8sSA III, IV; Ap XII, 40; LC II, 38.
86Ap IV, 73.
87Ap IV, 120.

meaning

of the Gospel,

grants forgiveness.8s

Any denial of this content of the

82LC III, 88.
83Ap IV,S,

"The Gospel is, strictly

of sins. ,,84

is not merely a promise

Gospel of free forgiveness

and what He was to accom-

of their sins.

the promise of forgiveness

The Gospel

They looked in faith

They were saved by faith in that same Christ

and his work of the forgiveness
speaking,

It is an

through faith in Christ

53
God has done everything
be bestowed
any case.

and received.

for man.

Therefore

the Gospel can only

Corrupt and condemned man can do nothing

in

Even if any efforts or works of sinful man were of any value,

there is nothing

that can be added to the Gospel.

Man's attempts

add anything are a serious denial of mrldetraction
and glory of Christ.
self is required

Yet man must be justified

to believe

to

from the sole merits

through faith.

Man him-

the Gospel.

God's grace is so great, full, absolute and free that God the
Holy Spirit is also at work to mediate God's grace.

God through the

Holy Spirit gives the "grace, power and ability through the Word by

First the Spirit provides
the Church which He creates.
sinner.

for the preaching

Then He reveals that Word to the penitent

The Spirit calls him through it.

kindles the spark of faith in the heart.
mind and understanding.
th e G ospe.1

of the Word through

This ministry

The Holy Spirit thereby
He awakens and illuminates

of the Spirit is the ministry

., s 1nstrument
.
Th e G ospe 1·1S th e S'
p1r1t

0

the
of

f grace. 89

The Holy Spirit is present and works only with the Word of the
Gospel.

He is not given without

any thoughts,
external Word.

activities
90

the Gospel.

and preparations

But he works conversion

He does not come through

of the penitent, without
and regeneration

form He causes the pure Gospel to be applied to man.
ing there is meditation

on His Word, conversation

88SD XI, 33.
89LC II, 61; II, 41-43; AC V.
90SA III, VIII, 3; AC V.

the

in whatever

Apart from preach-

and mutual consolation.
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The Word addr es ses the man who reads the Scriptures
The Creeds reveal God's will and Word.
of the Gospel.

through the Lord's

for salvation.
conversion
is received

is the voice

This sacrament

and offer of grace and forgiveness

Supper and Baptism.

Baptism

particularly

to the doctrine

from the state of unbelief
in the water.

92

applies

to faith.

This underlines

The Word in the water is a treasure

in faith.

Christ's work,

righteousness

is necessary

The promised

of

salvation

that man can do nothing

wards it.

sure.

absolution

91

The Gospel as God's promise
is mediated

Personal

or the Catechism.

that can be received

and merit is a completed

toonly

trea-

It is offered in the Word with the water and received by faith.

The Holy Spirit offers,

acts and gives, man can only receive.

This gift of the sacrament
He has cleansed the Church

is also attributed

"by the washing

to Jesus Christ.

of the water with the Word. ,,93

He does this through the Holy Spirit Who saves by the washing
94

eration.

Baptism

is both necessary

offers and gives salvation

for all.

and efficacious.
Therefore

of regen-

It promises,

the error that denies

9lSD II, 71; LC, Preface, 9; Ap XII, 105; SA III, IV. Regarding
the charge that the Confessions overemphasize the oral proclamation, cf.
Fred Kramer, "Sacra Scriptura and Verbum Dei in the Lutheran Confessions," Concordia Theological Honthly 26 (February 1955):81-95.
The
Confessions themselves are based on the written Word.
Cf. Also Herman
A. Preus, "The Written, Spoken and Signed Word," Concordia Theological
Monthly 26 (September 1955):641-56.
92LC IV, 36. Cf. Edmund Schlink, Theology of the Lutheran Confessions, 1st Paperback edition, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975),
pp. 145-48.
The Word and the water dare not be separated.
93Ap VII
94Small

& VIII, 7.
Catechism

(SC) IV, 10.
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baptism

to children

ing obscures

and opposed.

95

Such false teach-

the Gospel.

God offers
water.

is to be condemned

truly great and real gifts through the Gospel in the

This is also true for the Lord's Supper where forgiveness

sins, eternal

life and salvation

under the bread and wine.
baptism.

are given and received

The guilt of original

The Holy Spirit comes and is given.

again and regenerated.
from the bondage

sin is removed

The one baptized

display

of the inestimable

a wealth of descriptions

their great emphasis

The writers
blessings

extol and proclaim
of the Gospel.

centres on the "chief article

.
doctrlne.
.
,,97 This is the justification
tlan
alone for Christ's

the nature

They attribute

nothing

of the entire Chris-

of the sinner through faith

by faith must be central and de-

cisive also for the doctrine of conversion.
nature of the reconciliation

focus.

But

sake.

This article of justification

sharpest

is born

of the Gospel

all this solely to the sheer grace and mercy of the triune God.

the objective

in

to sin and the devil.96

to the Scriptures.

and purpose

in, with, and

He is granted faith and his will is liberated

The Confessions
according

of

The monergism
is here brought

of God and
into its

Man is totally a sinner and utterly helpless.

in the subject of the sinner that could contribute

wards his salvation.

The redemption

was accomplished

anything

outside

95Ap IX, l.

96Ap II, 35; IV, 83; SC IV, 12; LC III, 38; SD II, 67.
97Ap IV, 2; SA II, I; SD III, 6., etc.

There is
to-

of himself,

56
in Christ.

It can only come from God.

Even the required

faith is a

gift from the Spirit.
The "exclusive
is that Christ's
activity.

terms" are concentrated

merit must be completely

Christ and His righteousness

on two things.

separated

from all man's

are the object of saving faith.

The second is that God wills to save by faith alone.
receive and accept the righteousness

The first

Only faith can

that avails before the judgment

seat of God.
To justify means

to declare righteous and free from sins and from the eternal punishment of these sins on account of the righteousness of Christ
which God reckons to faith (Phil. 3:9) •.•
he absolves and acquits from sins.98
Justification
one is pronounced
Ch'rlst. 99
the verdict

is a judicial

just on account

This absolving
of damnation.

and forensic verdict.

of the righteousness

of another, Jesus

action means that man is declared
He is adopted

The guilty

free from

as a child of God and an heir

of eternal life.
God's grace and the merit of Christ are the only grounds for
this verdict.
and repentance~

All other aspects of conversion,
love or good works are excluded.

teac h'lngs must b'e reJecte.d

namely true contrition
100

All erroneous

A mong th ese are th e f011 oWlng:
'
101

98SD III, 17.
99Ap LV, 305. Cf. Martin Luther, "The Disputation Concerning
Justification," in Career of the Reformer IV, Lewis W. Spitz, ed., Luther's Works, American Edition, (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1960),
34:166-69.
Man is considered righteous because he has faith, even
though he is really a sinner.
100SD III, 24-43.
101SD III, 13, 49; Ep III, l5~ 22.
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Faith is a good work or a God-pleasing
cation.

prerequisite

There is the claim that the righteousness

in some way to man's righteousness
made righteous

b1 an infusion

looks to Christ's

before God.

of irace.

divine nature

to justifi-

begun in man belongs

Others

teach that man is

Some teach that faith also

living and working

in the believer's

heart, and that faith does not only look to Christ's

obedience.

Then

there are those who say that the promise of grace becomes man's own by
faith, oral confession,
Over against
sinner

and other virtues.

such teachings,

Lutherans

confess

that the poor

is justified

solely through the merit of the total obedience, the bitter passion,
the death and the resurrection of Chr~st our Lord, whose obedience
is reckoned to us as righteousness.10
Only such a spontaneous,
could constitute
to and keeping
ness of God.
.

1S

perfect

willing,

righteousness.

active and passive obedience
Only Christ's

total subjection

of God's holy law could satisfy the unchanging
Such obedience

was possible

G0d an d man at th e same tlme.
.
,,103

for man in heaven

or on earth.

imputed to faith, and reckoned
The righteousness
ment of God's will.

total obedience

only for the total person

righteousness

to man as righteousness

This sola fide has its exclusive

102SD III, 9; cf. 22.
103SD III, 58.

the treasure
received,

and merit is

before God.

of faith before God corresponds

can be applied,

"who

There is no other righteousness

Only Christ's

faith is the only means by which

righteous-

to the require-

terms.

God-given

of the total Christ's

grasped,

apprehended

or

1 04
accepted.
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Such a faith "trusts solely in Christ and in his perfect

obedience (with which he fulfilled the law of God in our stead).11

105

Only the righteousness of Christ reckoned to faith can avail before the
106
tribunal of God.
Therefore there is only one attribute or function that can be
applied to justifying faith.

Faith can serve only and exclusively as a

means and instrument with and through which we receive, grasp,
accept, apply to ourselves, and appropriate the grace and the merit
of Christ in the promise of the Gospel.1 07
However such an accepting is not merely an acceptance of Jesus Christ
as a person, but of what God in Christ has done for man. When speaking
of personal acceptance, the Confessions only speak of God who accepts
man for Christ's sake.

He adopts the one who receives faith as His

1 08
child, and as co-heir with Christ.

For when the Holy Spirit has brought a person to faith and has justi
fied him, a regenerati on has indeed taken place because he has trans
formed a child of wrath into a child of God and thus has translated
him from death into life, as it is written, ''When we we.re dead
through our trespasses, he made us alive together with Christ,"
(Eph. 2: 5 ). 11H e who through faith is righteous shall live ."
(Rom. 1: 17) .10 9
Only he who has been brought to faith can be said to accept and
grasp, by this Spirit-given instrument of faith.
l04 D
S III, 1 0.
105

l06

Ibid, 30.
Ibid, 32.

l Ol i

bid, 38.

l08 D
S III, 9,

l0 9I
bid, 20.

1

9.

But the believer does

59
not accept or grasp the person of Christ as such.
cepts the promised

offer of forgiveness

.
110
cepts th e promlse.

The believer
He believes

offer of the Gospel.
believes
claimed

for Christ's

sake.

and ac-

Faith ac-

is one who has heard the Word and

the Gospel,

and at the same time he

in and trusts Him who has accomplished

and won the merits

pro-

in that Gospel.
Trust,

faith.

He believes

reliance

The penitent

according

and confidence

believer

to that Gospel

are a characteristic

has confidence

of true

that he has a gracious

God

and Word on which he can now rely and to which

·
III
he now c1lngs.
Such faith itself does not bring anything
.. ltS own. 112
anyt h·lng th at lS
his merit,

tain feelings
convinced

It looks away from itself to Christ and

and is not pre-occupied

cess of faith.

Inner conviction
of the believer,

with the inner or psychological
cannot rest on the recognition

but only on the Word.

by the power of the Gospel

in Christ,

the terrified

conscience

of sins, justifies

comes with and follows

a beginning

cation, but it is a continual

110Ap, IV, 60.
ACXX,

112Ap IV, 44.
113Ibid,

62.

to God

Faith brings

us, receives

the for-

us. ,,113 All this and more

faith, yet that is not faith itself.

Faith is not merely

IUCf.

Only when man is

and heart is consoled.

and quickens

pro-

of cer-

that he has been reconciled

peace of mind in the midst of fear, "it consoles
giveness

new, it does not have

26.

necessity

Cf. 48-60.

or a preparation
until death.

for justifi-

Repentance

as

60
contrition

and faith, as consolation

all justification
earth.

by faith continues

for troubled

consciences,

during the believer's

and above

whole life on

114
The abilities

and powers of man's heart, mind and will are in-

. h kId
. h· ln th e C on feSSlons.
.
115
terre 1 ate d Wlt
now e ge an d falt

The uncon-

verted

the gifts of

is wholly

flesh and unspiritual;

the Spirit and is unable to understand
unbeliever

the folly of the cross.

to worship

The

outward works.

in a church can at best be characterized

His knowledge

concerning

be said to excell that of the devil,117 because
receives

116

may be able to listen to, think and speak about the Gospel.

But even his freedom
as merely

he does not receive

grace and forgiveness.

only those who are willing,

Christ

could hardly

it is not a faith which

It is an error to teach that God draws

as if true spiritual

knowledge

could exist

in totally corrupt man before he has faith.
Isaiah 53:11, "By his knowledge he shall justify many."
But what
is the knowledge of Christ except to know Christ's blessings, the
promises which by the Gospel he has spread throughout the world?

114SA III , III , 40 ; c.
f

A P IV, 353 ; SD II , 34 .

l15Cf. Ekkehard Muhlenberg, "Synergia and Justification by Faith,"
in Lewis W. Spitz and Wenzel Lohff, Discord, Dialogue and Concord, Studies in the Lutheran Reformation's Formula of Concord, (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1977), pp. 15-37. He holds that there are some contradictions in the Formula, and that the Formula's formal error is that man
is described as an undifferentiated unity.
In other words, the attempt
to find a middle course between Flacians and Philippists was not a success. One must say that the Formula's author's were right in not entering the details of psychological explanations, because that would mean
going beyond the Scriptures.
116

Ep. II, 2; SD II, 10-12.
Cf. Eugene F. Klug, '~ree Will, or
Human Powers," in A Contemporary Look at the Formula of Concord, pp.
122-36, where he writes of the human will in temporal affairs and in
spiritual matters.
l17AC XX, 23; XVIII,

7.
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And to know these blessings is rightly and truly to believe in
Christ~ to believe that God will certainly accomplish what he has
promised for Christ's sake."118
The one who believes
he has a reconciled
has a gracious
counted

and is justified
and gracious

God~ because

righteous

Such a person

by God's grace for Christ's

draws man and makes

can boast that he

his whole person and even his works are ac-

The Holy Spirit wills

w~"11"
~ng. 120

God.

at the same time also knows that

119

sake.

to convert and converts

the spiritually

dead and totally

the whole man~ He
resistant

sinner

In view of the fact that the terrors of sin are not only

in the mind but also a turmoil

in the will:

Faith is not merely knowledge in the intellect but also trust in
the wi1l~ that is, to desire and accept what the promise offers -reconciliation and forgiveness of sins.120
What is taught concerning
namely

will.

also applies

that the bound will is "purely passive"

only in and through
bondage

contrition

conversion

to the coming to faith,

in conversion.122

It is

that the Holy Spirit frees man from his

by the gift of faith~ and only then can one speak of a liberated
Those who are baptized

have been made free.

"have put on Christ,"

are born again, and

"As a result they not only hear the word of God

but also are able to assent

to it and accept it, even though it be in

118

Ap IV, 101; cf. Ep II, 9, 16; SD II, 86.

119Ap

IV, 141, 196, 222; SA III, XIII, 1-2.

l20SD

II, 60, 71, 88.

l21AP

IV, 304.

122

Ep II, 18; SD II, pp. 73, 89. Cf. Robert D. Preus, "The Significance of Luther's Term Pure Passive as quoted in Article II of the
Formula of Concord," Concordia Theological Monthly 29 (August 1958),
pp. 561-70.
Capacitas passiva, the subject who suffers and is the subject to be converted, cf. pp. 562.
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123

great weakness."
accepting

Thus all such desiring,

that involves

come before

assenting,

the heart, intellect

promise

faith, but with the gift of faith.

can only be received

and believed.

The requirement

h ilS prOmlses.
.
,,124 S'lnce th e f orelgn
.

perfect obedience

work of the Spirit,

to believe

to God, it obeys

. h .teousness
rlg

0f

is imputed to faith, and faith itself is the

there can be no question of faith being a good

nor of other human works or merits.

This obedience

ing the Gospel is a part of the whole Christian
ship,126

to the law, because a

by such faith, and "thus faith gives honor

h ilm b y acceptlng
.

work,125

can also speak of faith as

to the Gospel, but not as an obedience

is fulfilled

Christ's

or

and will of man does not

In this latter sense the Confessions
obedience

willing

of believ-

life of love and wor-

and care must be taken that the concept of obedience

not confused with the article of justification

by faith.

Again and

again the Lutheran

confessors

any human activity

or motion of man , but that it is based wholly on the

total obedience
righteousness

to faith, and not to man's obedience

l24A p. IV, 308.

l26

and the conscience

and certainty

l23SD II, 67.

l25Ap

is not due to

of Christ and on God's grace and will to impute Christ's

is Christ fully honored,
the conviction

insist that justification

as such is

IV, 55.

Ap IV, 227.

of faith.

pacified

of total and absolute

Only thus

and assured with

forgiveness.
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Finally,

then, there are two things,

faith and the Gospel.

lost sinner hears the Word of the Gospel and he believes
The triune God applies

the treasure

sacrament,

and through

here in time:

"through

faith.

that Word.

of his grace and eternal

way that is bas icIly simple, namely

through the Gospel

The

life in a

and the Gospel-

Only thus does the kingdom

of God come

the Word and faith.,,127

Faith and Good Works
The person who believes
through

has been converted,

faith and by the mercy and power of God.

the washing

of regeneration

and the renewal

children

continually

to indicate

and sanctification,
responsibility

between

for the

regeneration

and the

It is pertinent

faith and good works,

from

the article

for this thesis
justification

and the work of the Holy Spirit in relation

to the

of the believer.

On the one hand it is true that good works must
excluded

and

of good works

their personal

of all things, Matt. 19:28.
some relations

Yet the Scriptures

stress the importance

of God in the time between

regeneration

He has been saved by

of the Holy Spirit, Titus 3:

4-8, and not by works of his own righteousness.
the Confessions

that is, justified

. • . from the article

of man's

of justi:f;ication before God.,,128

salvation

"b.e completely
as well as from

On the other hand it is

also true that faith and good works are inseparable,

because

good works

are always bound to follow and flow from faith as a good tree produces

l27L.C.
128

III, 53; cf. 63, 147.

Ep , IV, 7; cf. Henry P. Hamann, "Sanctification -- A Symbolical Exegetical, Dogmatical and Homiletical Study," Lutheran Theological
JournallO(December 1976):85-96; on the problem of injecting sanctification into the article of justification.
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good fruit.

Faith is naturally

and spontaneously

insofar as the person has been renewed,

active

in good works

and thus the fruits do not corne

'
,129
from compu 1 Slon
or coerClon.

is vi ai to conless
salvation

but it is also important

interconnection
immutable

that suc~ gooJ wor~s are not necessary

between

to stress that there is a necessary

faith and a God-pleasing

life, while

has only begun and will remain

the believer's

count of Christ's

perfect

inner growth and renewal
ing would only detract

justification

to God's

can add nothing

valuable,

in this
on ac-

love, new obedience,

new, but rather,

up to the total perfection

contrary

because

justification

has accepted

the one who believes.

even the

demanded

by God's

not neutral;

even the believer

for Christ's

by faith, and because

The original

teach-

And be-

The life and works of God's child are pleasing

God only in view of continual

l29EP.

Therefore

complete

from the sheer grace and power of God.

cannot measure

,
bl e Wl'II •131
lrnrnuta

incomplete

is and remains

righteousness.

sides, good works are not in themselves

giveness

life according

will and word.130

Sanctification

believer

to

sin which remains

to
God
is

is in constant need of the gift of for-

sake.132

IV, 5; AC XII; SD IV, 10-11.

130

Cf. Eugene F. Klug's chapter IV "Of Good Works" and on the
Majoristic Controversy in the book by Eugene F. Klug and Otto F.
Stahlke, Getting into The Formula of Concord, A History and Digest of
the Formula, (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1977), pp. 38-41.
l3lSD III, 32; Ap IV, 170, 172; Ep. II, 12; LC I, 324.
l32Ap.

IV, 293, 308, 368; Ap. II, 45.
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This paradoxical
righteous
viewed

situation

of the believer

who is accounted

and holy yet still a sinner at the same time can briefly

from the perspective

uing activity

of the law, the human will, and the contin-

of the Holy Spirit.

Insofar as the Old Adam still inheres
and powers of the believer,
erced against

his will

e

grace, walking
by compulsion.

in the intellect,

he is still under the law.

I

I I 1

1

I

to the law spontaneously

The converted

himself

to reveal sin, rebuke and accuse.

e lever lS JUStl led he lS not un er t e
according

will

He "must be co-

• • • to follow the Spirit and surrender

captive. ,,132 The law continues

lnso ar as

be

aw

But

ut un er

and not from fear or

is freed from the bondage and curse of the

, th e 1aWe 134
1aw an d now I,lves ln
The life of sanctification
about by the believer's
through

faith.

He dwells

of willing obedience,

love, fear of God,

of lusts comes from the daily gift of the Spirit.135

in the righteous

new spiritual

'd an
Sln

own powers, but by the Holy Spirit working

The beginnings

and the mortifying

with its good works is not brought

impulses,

by faith, impels them to do what is right by

rules, defends

and enables

them to fight against

,136
temptatlon.
133

Ep. VI, 4. Cf. Schlink, 108-40, in his analysis of the believer's relation to the law as "under the law," "not under the law,"
"in the law," and the "doxology of the Gospel far above the law."

134LC I, 310; Ep. VI, 2, 6, 10, 12. Cf. Richard Klann, "Reflections on Disputes Regarding the Proper Distinction between Law and
Gospel," Concordia Journall(January
1975:34-45; e.g., the congruence of
God's will and the will of the Christian, p. 37.
135

Ap. IV, 45; Ep. VI, 7; SA III, III, 40.

136E

p. II, 17; SD III, 54-55; Ap IV, 125, 135, 250.
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After conversion,
the regenerate.

the Spirit does these good works

The new will is the instrument

Spirit, and the reborn cooperates
follow faith.137
the Christian

Therefore

in and through

and means of the Holy

with the Spirit in the good works that

everything

good, all activity

life are due not to the believer's

and growth of

own powers and will,

but solely to the triune God and His will, and grace, His work and spiritual gifts.

Summary
Man's original
lost since the fall.
guilt, God's wrath,
the devil.

before God.

Original

righteousness

and complete

sin's deficiency,
faithless,

Original

perfectly

holy righteousness
by His perfect
eternal,

obedience

and the Mediator

between

Conversion
faith.

137

good

of God's will and

and reconciled

God and man

Jesus Christ

is the Lord, the Redeemer,

as the
Saviour,

God and Man.

is the change beginning

contrition,

lowed by the pure Gospel

of any spiritual

requirements

in His life and death.

Man's will is passive

of the law effects

renders nat-

the final regeneration.

He redeemed

risen and exalted God-man

brings

in His union of the divine and human

the absolute

for mankind.

powers are

to sin, death and

lust and corruption

sin remains until

fulfilled

bondage

blind and incapable

The person of Jesus Christ
natures

and spiritual

sin is the root of all sinning,

punishment

Original

ural man completely

concreated

in contrition

and spiritually

dead.

fear and true sorrow.

and ending in

God's alien work
It must be fo1-

through which the Holy Spirit grants the faith

Ep. II, 17; VI, 6.
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that is reckoned

to man as righteousness.

the Word and sacraments
liever.

The central

kept distinct
forgiveness

article of justification

from all human works and merits,

God and his imperfect
merits

believers
working

to the be-

by faith alone must be

because

God's gift of

life is by grace alone and on account

life of sanctification

faith, but is not necessary

Christ's

for salvation.

works are acceptable

and the continually

life according

The reborn

though its guilt be removed.
not even his willing

needed justification

by faith.

by the indwelling

the regenerate

person.

Nothing

co-operation,

sake.

The

Spirit

Nothing
sin still

good in the new life of
is due to man's own powers

and will, but only to the triune God's good and gracious
for Christ's

child of

to God only in view of

to the law is wrought

through faith in and through

obedience,

of Christ's

and good works necessarily

good is due to man's own powers and will, because original
remains

through

alone.

The subsequent
follows

offers and grants what it promises

and eternal

righteousness

The Gospel applied

will and gift

CHAPTER

III

BILLY GRAHAM'S THEOLOGY OF CONVERSION
IN THE LIGHT OF THE LUTHERAN CONFESSIONS

Introduction
In the foregoing
Confessions

chapters

the basic positions

have been described.

Graham to be evaluated
in greater detail.
crucial themes:

It now remains

from the perspective

This will be acco~lished

Law and Gospel~

of Graham and the

for the theology of

of the Lutheran

Confessions

by an analysis

the new birth in relation

cation by faith~ and the human will in conversion.

to justifi-

Obviously

other aspects which could be focused on in a IDJre exhaustive
but these three themes represent
closely related
Sola fide.

to the fundamental

The purpose

Graham's
fessors.

Lutheran

of the author's

in what respect particular
a departure

the most critical aspects

teachings

from Confessional

teachings may require

doctrines

comparative

of three

there are
t rea trnen t ,

and are

of Sola gratia and

analysis

is to show

of Graham are in agreement with or

doctrine~
rejection

and to give reasons why some of
by contemporary

Lutheran

con-

I

IThe author wants to point out that the following paragraphs
deal with the actual teachings as such~ and are not intended in any way
to cast aspersions on the person of the teacher~ on his integrity or
personal faith. This is the way the Confessions deal with doctrine;
but in this case it is impossible not to identify the teachings by the
name of their author whose published writings are being evaluated.
The
term "Graham" therefore means his teachings.
68
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The Word of God as Law and Gospel,
and as Means of Grace.
Graham undoubtedly
is continually

proclaims

quoted, and the hearers

and study the Bible.

Lutherans

that God's Word accomplishes
Graham presents
fering, obedience,

join the confessors

the purpose

interpretations

differs

lack of distinction

Jesus Christ, His sufof sins.

God's wrath and judgment.
in some of its emphases,

It is the author's

law and the Gospel are not clearly distinguished
law is not presented

contention
by Graham,

that the
and thus the

with its full force as in the Confessions.
also results

tra-

in the belief

and the forgiveness

from the Confessions

and purposes.

to read

for which God sent it.

the good news concerning

death, resurrection,

directed

follows the Reformation

the law of God, man's sinfulness,

Yet this message

truths, since the Bible

are constantly

This in many respects

dition, and contemporary

He teaches

Scriptural

in the Gospel not being conveyed

Such a
in its

strict and narrow sense.
The distinction
by the Lutheran

Church,

between

law and Gospel is especially

and is of the greatest

concern

emphasized

to the confessors.

We believe, teach, and confess that the distinction between law and
Gospel is an especially glorious light that is to be maintained with
great diligence in the church so that • • • the Word of God may be
divided rightly.2
Therefore
Together

Graham's

teaching

is considered

with this is the question

here from that point of view.

of the work of the Holy Spirit and

the Word as means of grace.
Graham rightly emphasizes
conversion,
2

Ep.

the operation

of the Holy Spirit in

and also speaks of the Word as His instrument.
V,

2.

Yet Graham
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differs

from the Confessions

in that the Gospel

in Word and sacrament

not the only means of grace, nor is the law the sole instrument

is

to bring

about true contrition.

There is a great lack of teaching

a definite

connection

the work of the Holy Spirit and the Word as His means.
this appears

to be the emphasis

and His will for man's personal
Yet this is not regarded

on God's will.
life and action,

One reason for

God's will to save man,
is revealed

as the only source of information.

the Holy Spirit is said to reveal God's will more directly
of believers;
sensitized

His will is revealed

conscience,

through the transformed,

or through various

circumstances

for the will of God for your life to be revealed
circumstances. ,,3 It can also be revealed
in the proper attitude
indicate

a looking

"reports,"

to discern

for evidence

from various

between

in the Bible.
For example,

in the life
purified

of life.

in and through

through prayer which

the will of God.·A

and

"Look
those

"puts us

Many other sayings

that the Spirit is at work; there are

parts of the world,

of the activity

of the

. i.t
. ,5
Sp i.r
Such teachings
ment concerning
be applied

reveal enthusiast

God's will in relation

to Graham's

leanings,

and Luther's

state-

to the means of grace can also

theology:

3Bi11y Graham, The Mystery of God's Will, Radio Messages, No.
78 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1957), p. 8 .

.4Ibid, p. 9.
5Bi1ly Graham, Three Keys to Usefulness, Radio Messages, No.
Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1962), pp. 4-5.

144, (Minneapolis,
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Nor do we agree with (those) who teach that Baptism washes away
sins through the assistance of the divine will, as if the washing
takes place only through God's will and not at all through the
Word and the water.6
The envisioned

result and the purpose

clue to the lack of consistency
Spirit's

instrument

Baptists

appears

teaching

is a

in showing that the ''Word of God" is the

in dealing with nan.

to indicate

of Graham's

The Encyclopedia

of Southern

a part of that purpose which

is in agree-

ment with Graham~ when it speaks of the "Word of God" as a spoken utterance of God commanding
the hearers,
be preceded

a response.

the ultimate

7

Apart

from the evident response

goal of preaching

by man's repentance

and faith.

of

is the new birth which must
All things are to serve

that end and goal, and it is enough to know that the Bible said it, and
that it is true, namely

that God wills to and will convert man; that

man must simply repent and believe;

and that the whole Bible, whether

law or Gospel, must serve to prepare man for the new birth which
Spirit can then effect

directly without man's doing.

There is thus a great emphasis
of God as a means of communicating
of an expression
be saved,
Graham's

on the whole Bible, on all words

God's will.

of God's saving intention

than a means of God's action.
teaching

conveys

an implicit,

This total Word is more

and of what man must do to

One can conclude

one must agree with Francis

Pieper's

that much of

and at times explicit,

ing of God's work of grace from the means of grace.

denominations,

the

statement

separat-

At the same time

regarding

the Reformed

and let it refer to Graham:

6 SA I II , V, 3 •

72 Volumes
1545-46.

(Nashville,

Tennessee:

Broadman

Press,

1958), 2:
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in as far as they teach the Gospel of the Savior crucified
for the sins of the world, they give the Holy Ghost the opportunity
to create and sustain faith in Christ, not without the Word and
alongside the Word, but through the Word, mediately.8
Regarding
as a mirror

the law of God, Graham rightly speaks of its function

showing

the disobedience

person must bear responsibility.
to break man's self-will,
obedience.

and transgression

for which each

On the other hand, the law is a weapon

to hammer him into surrender

Such an emphasis

on obedience,

and to impel

on the part of the unregener-

ate, tends to confuse the third use of the law according
sions.9
obey.

According

to these, it is impossible

to the Confes-

for the unconverted

to

But such a use of the law is no doubt partly due to Graham's

requirement

that a certain amount of willing

must precede
preparatory

the new birth, and therefore

submission

or obedience

the law must serve such a

service.

It is not surprising

that Graham does not teach or apply the

law with its full power according

to its main use.

the law does not drive man to utter despair,

In his preaching,

it does not reveal man's

utter bondage under the law; for how could he then cooperate
conversion.

But rather,

the law as presented

form, expose sin, show man's responsibility,
In contrition

the Word

whether

stimulate man out of his paralysis,
with Christ.

One can summarize

in his

by Graham serves to inguilt and God's punishment.

law or gospel --

must awaken and

and prepare him for an encounter

that preparatory

and auxiliary

of the Bible by saying that it provides

a true diagnosis

8ChristianDogmatics,
4 volumes
cordia Publishing House, 1950) 1:27.

(Saint Louis, Missouri:

9

CF.

SD, VI.

function

of the problem,

Con-
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a rational

awareness

of the need, God's answer

help of the Holy Spirit, and the prescription
Such a teaching
Graham's

concerning

theology

Confessions,

in Christ,

the promised

of what man must do.

the Word is of course only possible

has a higher

estimate

of man's natural

and this will be considered

because

powers

in the last section

than the

of this

chapter.
Graham's
tinction between
legalistic

insistent

of the human will in conversion;

also introduces

unconverted

new commands

or that are not really

exhortations
his members

to God's service,
personal

in the Bible.

not for the unregenerate.
view of Graham's

but nowhere

commitment

teaching

room for a
but his inter-

The Christian

may yield

does one read of total, abso-

and surrender

to Christ, particularly

This seems to be an amazing
of the inerrancy

inconsistency

and priority

acceptance

of the person of Christ is most closely connected
this theology

renewal and change.

could be that surrender

stands or falls, namely,

This change must already

in

of the Bible.

for such inconsistency

by which

to the

The Bible has no

The reason

doctrine

the dis-

that are either misapplied

that man should open his heart.

lute, willing

not only obscures

the uses of the law; it not only allows

cooperation

pretation

call to repentance

to and
with the

actual inner

begin before

the turning

point or climax is reached.
The preaching

of repentance

confuses

the Scriptural

law -- and the law and the Gospel -- and thereby waters
crushing,

condemning,

killing

instrument

of God's wrath.

can hardly

be expected

and terrifying

uses of the

down the full

power of the law as an

Such a diluted presentation

of God's law

to bring about the true contrition

of which

the
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Confessions

speak.

The law is robbed of its power when it is toned down

so that it does not frighten
lack, corruption
the accusing

the sinner nor reveal his utter bondage,

and hopeless

and condemning

demands and challenges

rebellion

before God.

law is immediately

to obey by repenting,

mixed with prescriptive

and the clear prospect

the Holy Spirit will somehow help the unconverted
obedient.

to be willing

Even before a person has faith, he is supposedly

the Spirit to make a conscious
which -- according

to the Confessions

-- no unspiritual

Such a compounded

distinction;

but it may well go unnoticed

continually

confusion

nent people and the preachers

buted to additional

causes.

no room for self-deception,
rupt and spiritually

that the proposed

conversions

A Lutheran

confessor

are mistakenly

The proper proclamation

attri-

of the law leaves

as if there were any possibility

of the cor-

dead will to cooperate with God in conversion.

\~en comparing
a divergence

person can even

of cases, including promi-

of that theology.

that any genuine

the Gospel

on account of the overwhelming

in thousands

could only conclude

and

is due to the lack of clear

cited in sermons and literature

process works, or it has worked

that

helped by

decision and choice concerning

understand.

evidence

This happens when

Graham's

writings

and the Lutheran

Confessions,

in regard to the content of the Gospel clearly emerges.

The Graham message

includes a Gospel with a wider meaning

more than the good news and the sheer gift promised
is not said to be justified

in that it is

and offered.

by faith which comes through hearing

the work of the Spirit, much less is forgiveness

Man
and

simply granted in the
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application

of the water with the Word.

10

In almost every case the

Graham message has a number of requirements
taken by man in addition
Paul's anathema

and steps consciously

to the Gospel, which must call to mind St.

regarding any different Gospel, in Gal. 1:6-10.

leads to a mixing of law and Gospel, faith and obedience,
and sanctification
addition

to be

as will be illustrated

in subsequent

This

justification

sections.

An

to what is called the Gospel is a call and denand by which man

is to be stimulated

to cooperate.

This runs counter to the Confessional

Gospel in the strict sense, for that Gospel is a means by which a gift
is offered and granted.

"trumpet blast"
supposition

to lead man into the battle

of repentance.

is that God would not give a command without

ability to carry it out.
the commandment

It is strange

of repentance,

providing

the

b ecaus.e he never applies this to the Ten

connnandment that can be fulfilled.

for his unbelief,

The pre-

that Graham can say this about

Connnandments, nor does the Bible single out repentance

law -- particularly

11

The Confessions

the first conmandment

and faith as a

ernphas i.z e that the

-- accuses and rebukes man

and that he cannot fulfill it.

The Graham message

confuses the purpose of the law by the claim that the repentance

conr

mand can be fulfilled by man, and by a promise of divine help for the

10Baptism is one of the aspects not treated here.
It is of
course most closely interrelated with this presentation, with regeneration, daily repentance, and emphasizes the sheer receptivity of faith
and salvation.
l~illy
Graham, The Meaning of Repentance, Radio Messages, No.
171 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1967), p. 2.
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willing

unregenerate,

however without

the only trace of philosophical

rationalism

The Gospel is also portrayed
contemplation
verted

person. 12

warrant.

in Graham's

ambiguously

of God's love exhibited

to contrition.

Scriptural

This is not
theology.

by the claim that the

on the cross can bring the uncon-

The cross has the mighty power to humble

such a

In coming to the foot of the cross, the manifestation

God's great love is to convict the sinner of his unrighteousness
the ineffectualness
such a mental
be effected

of his own works.

thought process

that of Agricola
cord.

13

Graham

emphasis

whose

While Graham's

jection

applies

insofar

calls repentance.

..
pos1t1on

as leading

only by a clear proclamation

This repeated

The Confessions

mortifies,

is not dissimilar

in the Formula

is certainly

Luther's

patient

The law of God to be preached

rebukes and terrifies.

ard that man has not measured

can

not anti-nomian,

refutation

to

of Conthe re-

as the Gospel does not work contrition

.. SlX sets 0 f th eses 14. 1S pert1nent
.
1n

sad results.

do not regard

of the law.

was rejected

teaching

and

to a true contrition which

of Graham theology

teaching

of

-- which

of Argicola's

.
.
to th 1S
con f'US10n an d 1tS

for contrition

It is therefore

accuses,

not merely

up to, it is not merely

mark; nor does the cross only lead to a consciousness

a stand-

a missing

of the

of the great cost

l2See Billy Graham, Made, Marred and Mended, Radio l1essages,
No. 77 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1956). p. 9.
l3Ep. V, 7-8.
l4Eugene F. Klug and Otto F. Stahlke, Getting into the Formula
of Concord, A History and Digest of the Formula, (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1977), p. 44.
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by which redemption
what purpose

was won for man.

Christ has suffered

"For who could know what and for

for us if no one were to know what sin

and the law is?,,15
The contemplation

16

need not be excluded
theology

of the cross and God's great wrath against

in this connection.

lies in the implication

of the law in contrition,

there is any faith.
genuine

and that contrition

This confuses

faith with an obedience

only tends to negate,
trition which

been convicted

to turn from sin before

prior to faith.

Such a mixed message
the fruition

only under the crushing

person who thinks he can respond
of the unspeakable

More serious

by a wrong definition

further

he may even

of the law is the effect

the

In effect it ''means a loss of the Gospel.

of the Gospel."

is discussed

to love has not yet

to such love.

than such dilution

has on the Gospel.

of true con-

power of the law.

depth of his sinfulness;

When the Law is thrown out one window

preaching

response

as a state in

the fruit that can only flow from

feel good and noble about responding

confusion

takes over the function

is pictured

deflate or short-circuit

is possible

The unregenerate

But the error of Graham

that the Gospel

which God's love calls forth a willing

sin

it comes back through another
17

How this happens

in the following

--

in Graham's

paragraphs.

15

Luther as quoted in Bente, F. and W. H. T. Dau, "Historical
Introductions to the Symbolical Books," Concordia Triglotta, The Symbolical Books of the Ev. Lutheran Church (St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 1921), p. 167; cf. pp. 161-72 on the whole controversy in the sixteenth century.
l6Cf.
17

Ep V,

9.

Henry P. Hamann, "Law and Gospel,"
the Formula of Concord, p. 186.

in A Contemporary

Look at
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Graham preaches

that through Christ and His cross a way has

been opened up for man, but this has certain conditions
and the cross must be approached

scribed."

~

The additional

Gospel

is man's response

content

is simply given with the gift of faith.

a God-pleasing

ment by an active
be regenerated

decision

to believe

is not a forgiveness

to turn himself

himself

simply agreeing

espoused

to a personal

by Graham's
namely

commander.

These analogies

to the demand by saying yes to Christ;

-- for what Graham

says is required

Gospel

indwelling

of the door of the heart to let Christ

one's ego and will to the control of another.

Unless

of
in-

come in; of

of surrendering
one asks for it

-- it will not be given; at the very

least one must choose not to refuse.

Thus there are always conditions

to the pure Gospel.
In all this the Word of the Gospel

working

of

and accept Christ before he can

of the preparation

allegiance

clude the opening

attached

and thus to

for the reception

to his major concept of regeneration,

and absolute

that

or renewed.

The analogies
correspond

act to prepare

of wilful

But it is rather a promise

that the Spirit will help the unconverted
perform

to it,

in "the manner which He has pre-

ingredient

The predominant

surrender.

attached

quietly

as a leaven

in the world of sin~ or as a seed that will grow almost

imperceptibly

by its own power.

voke dramatic

and conscious

as it were,

is not portrayed

struggling

18
.
Made, Marred

The Word is a challenge

struggle

and action

in the sinner, who is,

against a bitter pill because

and Mended,

p. 7.

that must pro-

he can hardly
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believe

it will

turn sweet in his mouth.

fore urge the sinner

to make a move.

The Gospel message must there-

Such a message not only misapplies

the law, but by mixing the Gospel with demands and preparatory
ments of mental action,
The sinner

the glorious

is not directed

"solely

(him) up again by the delightful
,,19

favor
the Baptist,
fully
the

proclamation

(which) raises

of God's grace and

can be compared with that

use of the relevant

passages indicates.

of John
He power-

urges repentance but he can only announce the future baptism with

HOlr Sririt

the Baptist

and

is that

with firr

Graham's hearers

long,

they can have it

short

pamphlets to signify

This is

more quickly,

and readers

of faith

far removed from the Confessional

and unequivocal

remission

sinner

of sins,

sage of a great
with testimonial

not only a directing

of a won derfu.l personal
19Ep. V , 7 .

The worried sinner

of release,

of the sinners

to the hope cfa

attached.

to the pure Gospel in

the evangelis tic

an experience

abso.lut Ion

conscience is given the joyful

cloud of witnesses.

deed lead him into

the pure Gospel

in the Word of direct
with no strings

The disturbed

evidence that

and to record the date.

concept that

There is yet another kind of addition
Graham's teaching.

do not have to wait so

with a space provided at the end of

the decision

can be given to the penitent

Christ

confused and obscured.

to the merit of Christ

Graham's preaching

as his

Gospel is

require-

attention

pres cription

peace and joy.

supplied
will

in-

This is

away from the merits

proximate event within hLmse Lf,
experience

is

mes+

of

The prospect

is meant to provide an incentive,
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to stimulate
required

and persuade the fearful

and reluctant

to take the

step of faith.
All these appeals to the mind, heart

the Gospel that
conditional

can but serve to divert

together

and will

attention

promise to which alone the heart

ling and tangling
Christ,

heart

is directed

to

away from God's un-

should cling.

can only obscure "the merits

and once more make the Gospel a teaching

the sinner

are additions

Such a ming-

and benefits

of

For

of law

to what he must do, and towards the prospect

of

an inner moral renewal.
In the case of Graham's theology,

which so diligently

the ~ilcr~d Word, th@ Qonfu§ion moot bQ tnw~d blWlt to tho
heritage,

that both Law and Gospel are part

real work, and consequently the functions
fore also the work of the evangelical
back into

the history

rooted in the legalistic
sight

rrOfOllIDQfi

to the long shadows cast by Calvin, Arminius, and Wesley.

"The Reformed believe

further

quotes

of Christ's

of the church,"

crusader.

21

and there-

The tradition

of the Church catholic,

goes even

and is no doubt

bent of the Old Adam. It was a special

in-

of Martin Luther to which the Confessions owe the distinction

between the law as the alien
the real

and strange work of God, and the Gospel, as

offi ce of Jesus Christ.

Whenthe work of the law is not seen

as:
an alienum opus of Christ, but as His proprium officium, the Gospel,
as the saving message of the sinner's justification,
is robbed of
its content, even if this was not intended.22
20SD,

pert,

V, 27.

2~ermann Sasse, Here We Stand, translated by Theodore G. Tap(NewYork: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1938), p. l2l.
22Ibid, pp. 118-19.
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At least

three

of C. F. W. Walther's

theses

are pertinent

to the

law and the Gospel as proclaimed by Billy

Graham and his

may well serve to sum up the major aspect

presented

there

the pure law nor the pure Gos-

is the mingling that

leaves neither

followers.

so far.

They

Firstly,

pel intact:
· . . the Word of God is not rightly
divided when the Law is not
preached in its full sternness and the Gospel not in its full sweetness, when, on the contrary, Gospel elements are mingled with the
Law and Law elements with the Gospe1.23
Then there

is that

aspect

and where we find a similarit~

where love is

tied

in with contrition,

between Graham and AQricola:

· ..
the Word of God is not rightly divided when there is a disposition to offer the comfort of the Gospel only to those who have
been made contrite by the Law, not fr0'f fear of the wrath and punishment of God, but from love of God.2
And finally,
human cooperation

there

is the summarywhich adds the e..xhortation to

to the proclamation

up again in the last

section

of the Gospel, which will

be taken

of the thesis:

· . . the Word of God is not rightly divided when one makes an appeal to believe in a manner as if a person could make h.Lms
eLf believe or at least help towards that end instead of pre.ach.Lngfaith
into a person's heart by laying the Gospel promises before him. 25
This lack of distinction
with the two doctrines
interrelated

in Graham's theology does not stop

of the law and the Gospel, but affects

with Graham's teaching

and is

of the new birth.

23C. F. W. Walther, The Proper Distinction
Between Law and Gospel, translated
by W. H. T. Dau, (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1929, Thesis VI, pp. 79-89.
24Ibid,

Thesis

XI, pp. 236-49.

25Ibid,

Thesis XIII,

pp. 260-68.
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New Birth

and Justification

On first glance it might appear that Graham's
tween the three steps, aspects
taken too seriously,
right now.

because

or phases of conversion

namely

faith and regeneration

contrition

it becomes

apparent

the two positions.

and born again, he has forgiveness
through

faith alone.

to faith is in fact

clearly regards the

and preparatory

the third and most crucial stage of the new birth

stowed on man.

Even though the new birth

in the monent one believes,
because

man is willing

new birth he is utterly passive.
conversion

in repentance

can be be-

distinct,

and faith; but in

Only God the Holy Spirit completes

by the new birth.

Thus the last step of the conversion
goal of conversion,
theology

condition

can follow faith practically

it must be seen as completely

and cooperating

confes-

of all his sins, eternal

Graham

second step of faith only as the necessary

that there is a

For the Lutheran

sors, the person who has come out of contrition

before

by Graham --

or renewal.

between

life and salvation

need not be

also speak of

-- called repentance

But on closer examination
crucial difference

be-

they can all happen in quick succession,.

Or it could be argued that the Confessions

three aspects,

converted

distinction

must be compared.

centers all its treasures

lows upon faith.

the terminus

or

One can argue that Graham's

in the miraculous

Another way to express

new birth

that fol-

this is that Graham's new

birth is the locus and sphere within which
takes place; for the confessors

process,

forgiveness

it is by faith alone.

and justification
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Various

reasons might be found for this crucial and critical

shift of justification
logical tradition;

from faith to new birth;

or one might say that a vital personal,

ence such as that of John Hesley
proposes

is in the background.

a further way of looking at this.

seriously

one might assume theo-

Graham's

constant

takes God's commands

insistence

on the truth of Scripture.
with utter seriousness,

the only way these can be followed is by Ean actually
But because

tion cannot be located in repentance

which man cooperates;
namely

and faith.

if man believes,

26

Salvation

He
and

them out

and the

any human works,

not be by faith alone.

in new birth immediately

carrying

man must thus cooperate,

Bible says that God alone can save without

cation can therefore

The author

One can begin by taking

to repent and believe

with the help of God.

inner experi-

real salvaand justifi-

Faith is a condition

in

then he can be and will be saved,

following

upon such faith. 27

In this way Graham then can safeguard

the other Scriptural

truth

often cited, namely that God's grace alone can save man, and not human
works.

This

centrated

0

f course means that God's real and full grace mus t be con-

in the new birth,

nary and partial

For the Lutheran

lishers,

responsibility

Confessions

and choice may not be obliter-

this kind of safeguarding

26Billy Graham, The Holy Spirit,
1978), p. 56.
27

in a prelimi-

capacity wi th man's faith, in order that the Arminian

demand for man's personal
ated.

and thus grace only functions

to the

(Waco, Texas: 1.vordBooks Pub-

For one of the many examples of this if-and-when-you-believe
theology, see Billy Graham, The New Birth, Radio Messages, No. 58,
(Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1955),
p , 11.
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right and left has the grave result that man is not saved by God's grace
alone from beginning

to end, nor by faith alone.

This clear distinction

of Graham's

theology

iary role of faith, and the role of rebirth
the understanding

forgiveness,

the conclusion

that this distinction

ham's theology

of conversion

That latter assertion

ramifications
following

concerning

The author has come to
Gra-

of being saved by faith.

to God's gift of faith,

is projected

away f rom faith into

of this shift of locus are set out in more detail in the

paragraphs.
result is that faith is devalued

indwelling,

the honour

justification

Then by placing

and glory due to Him.

together with inner renewal

in man.

with. sancti-

alone do not

By locating

forgiveness

and change,

the obj ective

before

and

God is mixed with

Thus the look of the reborn is directed IDore to

his own inner state and to the signs
At least in practice

that show that he has in fact

-- also according

Graham -- one can say that the righteousness
hardly more important

and put into

for man into the

of Christ and His righteousness

extra nos of man's new status and relationship
what happens

justification

and the gifts of the Holy Spirit

same heap, the sale merits

changed.

is the key to

is the crux of interpreting

is not reckoned

the gift of righteousness

second or even third place.

receive

and the like.

the subsid-

always means that rebirth. will then follow upon

The most serious

fication,

Graham makes

even when he speaks

faith, and that righteousness
but instead

in conversion

of all the other statements

faith, justification,

between

than righteousness

to the writings

of faith before

and rightness

of

God is

in or of man
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himself.

The moral renewal

the Christian

tends to becone

the distinguishing

mark of

and of the Church as the company of the born-again,

than the objective Word of God and its use with the sacraments

rather

as the

only means of grace.
It almost goes without
not merely
it.

dis tinguished

saying that regeneration

from baptism,

It has been stated earlier

the new birth takes place.

from the means of grace would

but it is actually

The separation

logically

sins won by Christ on the cross.

one conclusion,

require

easier to understand
0f

another way of trans.mitof the forgiveness

theology

of

theology

can leave us only with

namely that God's grace is conferred by direct transmiswho has willingly

of direct, miraculous,

as a means

of God's gift of grace

All the language of Graham's

of his conversion

sian on and into the believer
teaching

from

connection with God's work for man

ting God's grace to man, for his appropriation

and the very structure

separated

is

that even the Word of God, the Gospel,

has at best only a tenuous and meagre
before

and adoption

and enthusiast

surrendered.
transmission

Such a
makes it

why there is so little need to emphasize

the Word

grace.

One .might think that a theology without

real sacraments

have moved even further

from the ancient

that of the Lutherans.

But it seems that the mind of man has not as yet

been able to conceive of an alternative
fication has been shifted
connected with infused
over against
as follows.

teaching

of infused

would

method once the locus of justi-

from sola fide and verbo solo.

righteousness

the righteousness

grace than

The teachings

in the sphere of the new birth,

imputed

to faith are to be considered
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A kind of infused righteousness
explicitly

is both implicitly,

taught by Graham as indicated

in Chapter I.

ness is called a mystery;

"but we know it works

to change the human heart

•

righteousness

dition of being right, just and holy.,,28
mystery,

Graham proceeds

has to understand

it, but only to believe

not be a problem

if it were left at that.

.
tlon

0f

approximates

Ch rl
. h teousness,
rlst ,s rlg

does interrelate

imputation

Christ's work for man.
the two positions

it.

Such childlike

being imputed

justification

.
In
e I oquent terms, 29 an d th ilS

Righteousness

to faith as in the Confessions,

with the Graham theology
within

verdict specifically

He teaches an imputa-

difference

between

is not asserted

but to man himself,

This is completely

as
to the

consistent

that places all gifts of life, forgiveness

the sphere of new birth,

of such a relocation

faith can no longer primarily

and

and does not relate God's

to faith as the confessors

The consequences

of sins and with

But there is one significant

person who has in fact been regenerated.

faith would

from the Bible which on

with the forgiveness

being discussed.

God

that Christ did not say one

the Confessions.
.
sometlmes

(it) enables

confronted by such a

Graham does try to give an explanation
the first hearing

God's righteous-

means the quality or con-

When

to tell the hearers

•..

and at times

do.

of justification

cling to the Word

of promise

are that

and forgive-

ness; that it does no longer look solely to Christ's obedience

and merit,

28Billy Graham, The Mystery of Righteousness, Radio messages,
No. 75 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evengelistic Association,
1956), pp , 3-4.

1ishers,

29Ibid, and How To Be Born Again, (1-laco,Texas: Word Books, Pub1977), pp. 117-30, "Chapter Nine: The King's Courtroom."
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and there fare such a teaching
is true that Graham

is rejected

daes speak af a farensic

do.nat relate it to. faith but attribute
the canverted
diverted

Wlt

ar regenerated.

from abjective

t e questlan

by the Canfessians.

justificatian

The rebarn person's

justificatian

whether

justificatian,

that can canfirm his new birth.

it

his writings

to. the persan af

attention

to. a preoccupatian

he is actually

While

is thus

with himself,

reborn, and so. to the signs

The canfessars

assert that

. • • if the article of justificatian is to. reTIain pure, we must
give especially diligent heed that we do nat mingle or insert that
the anly essential and
which precedes faith ar follows faith
necessary elements af justification are the grace of God, the merit
af Christ, and faith which accepts these in the pramise of the
Gaspel . . .,,30

T ere are traces of a kind of ordo salutis within
circle or sphere of the new birth;
Holy Spirit are regeneration,
But it is difficult
the actual

justification,

to arrive at systematic

changes are definitely

'd we II'
an d In
.m g ,31
immediately

acts of God and the

indwelling
clarity.

seen as connected

On the other hand,

renewing

upon God justifies

these distinct

and regenerating

and renewal.

On the one hand
with justification

the Holy Spirit is spoken af as
the surrendered

him, no doub t immediately;

believer,

come to. live in the persan who has been justified,

adapted

as a child of Gad and who is now a fit dwelling

32

Whatever

the exact logical

where-

then the Holy Spirit and

Christ

'
D elty.

Graham's

cleansed,

place for the

arder is said to be, the common

thrust is that the new barn is made righteous

and acceptable

in his

30SD III, 24, 25.
31

Boak

Supra Chapter

I, the context of the footnotes 82-89, pp.26-27.

32Billy Graham, World Aflame, (Tadworth,
(1913) ltd., Reprinted 1966), pp. 154-57.

Surrey: The World's
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own person; he has been united with and attached
the Spirit

continues

transformation

to work spiritual

justification

through

the indwelling.
mystery

inner moral renewal

attitudes

and will.

all the above follows God's central act of

righteousness

this confuses

of Christ according

trying to explain it.

the im-

of Christ extra nos with the

that is never perfect in this life.

of the real presence

say of

could never speak of "the

righteousness, ,,33because

assert the indwelling

and

faith alone, including what the Scriptures

puted, alien, and perfect

however

desires,

But even then the confessors

of indwelling

frequently

changes of reorientation

of the heart, affections,

In the Confessions

to God forever, and

The Confessions

to the Scriptures,

and speak

of Christ in the Lord's Supper, without
If Graham would leave the mystery

alone,

there might at least be a few less areas of disagreement

with the

Lutheran

for this, such

position.

as Graham's

sincere

for the questioning
may

One could assume a number of reasons
disposition

and analytical

be an inner necessity

real presence
presence.

minds of a Western

for a theology

for Graham's

of the doctrine

explanations

audience.

that lacks the belief

of the Lord in the sacrament

One clear reason

the importance

to try simple and rational

Or it
in the

to posit a different

attempted

of the indwelling

explanations

in his whole

kind of
must be

theology.

Thus Graham can speak of Jesus Christ who "in the person of the
Holy Spirit took up abode in the hearts ,,34 of the believers
cost.

Or it is said that Christ

at Pente-

comes through the Holy Spirit, once a

person has opened his heart to Christ and accepted Him by faith.

33The Mystery

of Righteousness,

p. 5.

34The Mystery

of Righteousness,

p. 6.
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Rarely is faith spoken of as clinging

to the Word

His work for man; faith is the surrender
come in and be intimately
So a Graham

lIfaith" is not only different

salvation

person relationship

y

alth aione.

experience.
movement

Every prospective

of this encounter

renewal,

person to

to end, rather than justification

convert must "have a Damas cus road
encounter

culminates

tinues to look away to Christ1s
in him.

role in a theology

so largely in terms of an intimate

You must have a personal

riously present

by his indwelling.

from a Lutheran

to a subsidiary

from beginning35

Christ and

that invites or lets the Lord

united with the converted

faith, faith is thus also relegated
that emphasized

concerning

work

In Graham's

with Christ .,,36 The

in man, versus a faith that confor man even though Christ is mystetheology

the divine gifts, inner

good works and so on are not said to follow faith, but they

follow regeneration

and indwelling.

Only when God comes into the heart

.
1ove for goo d an d power to d0 It.
. 37
d oes H e glve
the indwelling

This significance

is even read back into the New Testament

of

in such a way

that:
.. when the disciples obeyed
in Jerusalem, they experienced
[Up to that point Christ onlyJ
was in them. From that moment
ardently, prayed earnestly ..
35

Supra, Chapter

Christ's command to tarry and pray
the filling with the Holy Spirit.
. . . had been with them, but now He
on they witnessed fervently, loved
38

I, "Sin and Human Nature,"

p . 6.

36Billy Graham, Confusing Evil With Good, Radio Messages, No.
149, (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1964), p , 8.
37Ibid, p. 6.
38The Mystery

of Righteousness,

p. 6.
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To all this the confessors
the indwelling

would reply not only with an affirmation

of the triune God, but would also stress that it follows

faith and that it is not to be identified
ness of God.

in any way with the righteous-

39

There is yet another
of Christ and the mystical

dimension

personal

to this emphasis

union with him.

the direct person to person encounter,
sistent in its devaluing

life; it shows its enthusiast

In spite of the insistence

the Bible

has nothing

and accepts.

of Graham1s

courtroom,

gracious
ing.

personal

Again,

relationship

Even the Word of forgiveness

of the act of justification

indwelling

as a fact along

and transformation

the person of Christ Who is now
contact in response

to the

all this is not to say that there is no
of the Lord and His sheep, or an indwell-

But the sheep must hear His voice,

39SD III, 54.

soul and the per-

is not faith that hears and accepts

as coming into direct spiritual
to come in.

any mediate

theology on the Bible,

and that is believed

renewal,

At the centre of attention

invitation

con-

sake is not that which faith clings to

the Word, but the man who has accepted
regarded

remains

without

the individual

Rather the reborn is informed

with the truths of the rebirth,
of man.

theology

intervention

standing between

for Christ's

in the distant heavenly

In emp asizing

tendency in its central article

son of God when it comes to the new birth.
and justification

Con-

of the Word of God as the only means of grace

of rebirth by direct divine spiritual
means.

Graham's

on the person

The Lutheran

the ~orJ.

throughout

of

and in faith in this voice of
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the Gospel is the nexus of their relationship;
of believers

by faith and by His Word alone.

The question of Christ's
sors on account
comparative
theology

indwelling

of the controversies

excursus

was asserted

of the sixteenth

into a few of the similarities

can serve to underline

the problem

righteousness

a more Lutheran
grace.

according

emphasis

But the following

the priority

ate person

by Christ's
40

here.

Osian-

indwelling
Osiander

had

and the Word as means of
illustrates

on indwelling

at

tends to

of faith in the heard Word in favour of an immedi-

to person union; and that when theology

in man it loses the centrality
obedience

A brief

with Osiander's

from his statements

least two things, namely that a wrong emphasis

obscure

century.

to his divine nature.

than Graham on baptism
extract

by the confes-

being discussed

der taught that man was cleansed and justified
essential

He dwells in the hearts

of justification

focuses on the events

on account of the total

of Christ and His merit extra nos.

He who hears . . • and believes the Word, receives God Himself, for
God is the Word • . . • If the Word of God, Christ, our Lord,
dwells in us by faith ...
then we are justified by faith. The one
and only righteousness availing before God is God Himself . . . thus
Christ in us, God Himself, is our Righteousness which avails before
God ...
Christ has satisfied the justice of God.
. . . He has
cleansed us from sin, and justifies us by dwelling in us.41
From this and other writings
Osiander

common features

and Graham speak of infusion,

dwelling,
within

certain

tions, the juxtaposition

41

relationship

and both locate a kind of forensic justification

the sphere of indwelling.

40

of personal

are evident.

Both

by in-

in man or

In each case, in spite of the varia-

of justification

Bente, pp. 152-61; Kolb 67-77.
As quoted by Bente, p. 153.

and indwelling,

and of man
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being made righteous
role of making

in his own person relegates

the greater subsequent

The other effect of these theologies
central importance

in the beginning

indwelling

or rebirth possible.

is that justification
of the Christian

and His Spirit lives in man both justification
tance insofar as man is made righteous
in his own person

faith to an auxiliary

is only of

life; once Christ

and faith fade in impor-

-- or progressively

and the holy inner life becomes

righteous

a centre of vital

interest.

throughout

life is further maintained

needs constant
sin.

forgiveness

because

It is almost inevitable

ness and infused
estimation

The image of Christ's

addressed

inherent original
righteous-

go hand in hand with an under-

sinfulness.
presence

itself to Crypto-Calvinism

according

in which man

that the concept of indwelling

than that confessed

second spiritual

of his remaining

grace of both theologies

of the believer's

to be narrower

only in a theology

in Graham's

in the Formula
in Article

can be said

of Concord which

VII.

mode of the Lord's real presence

to His human and divine nature,

theology

Speaking of a

in the Lord's

the confessors

Supper,

asserted

that

this is an
. incomprehensible,
spiritual mode • . . according to which he
neither occupies nor vacates space but penetrates every creature
wherever he wills . . . . He employed this mode of presence when
he left the closed grave and came through locked doors, in the
bread and wine in the Lord's Supper.
• 42
In the light of such Scriptural
Graham's

theology

conceptions

a sympathetic

could but regret the limited

Spirit and exalted,

ever-present

42SD VII, 100.

scrutineer

of

imagery where the Holy

Lord is knocking

on doors of the heart
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to be let in.

Above

looks to Christ's

all, God works and maintains

perfect

obedience

justifying

to cover the sinner's

ness before Him Who has all creatures

present

to Himself,

faith which

constant nakedand when He

does come to dwell and abide with the elect in a special way, He needs
no doors.

But then, Graham's

theology has the thesis that even God does

not tamper with man's will or lock.
The concept of infused
representations.
transmitted

grace ties in with other non-Confessional

Since God's righteousness,

mediately

through

grace and power is not

the Word in Graham's

sion, it seems to be visualized

in a quantitive

flowing into man and as being available

or qualitative

for his use.

said to be able to block the power transmission.
limited,

"but we limit Him by our fleshly

the natural

man."

also commanded
hindering

43

Therefore

-- otherwise

expressions

as blocking

as punctuated

life.

reveal a far higher

verted person than the Confessions

-- this is

the flow and

Among other things,

estimate of the con-

by a certain number of sins, and which do not see any of

Graham speaks of the converted
to produce

love,

the fruits of the Spirit.
43

• . .

which do not regard man's existence

man's deeds, nor his whole being, as righteous

strength

is

God is of course not

every sin must be confessed

it is regarded

way as

The individual

traits and tendencies

the Spirit's work in the believer's

such and similar

theology of conver-

The Mystery

44

actually

in themselves.
receiving

or the inner Spirit-filled
This presupposes

of Righteousness,

power and

life produces

that everything

has been

p. 8.

44Billy Graham, The Fruit of the Spirit, Radio Messages, No.
91, (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association,
1957), p. 9.
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yielded;
Spirit.

"only then can you claim by faith to be filled with the

,,45

So here too Graham's

tain pervasive
on man's

themes.

surrender,

remains

Not only is the entrance

deeds.

available,

With all this strength

to such portrayals,

activities

man can now win victories

the Confessions

gift received

His works through man.

can be righteous
of the believer

in itself;

only because

anything

Christ's

righteousness

and because

to and appropriated

righteousness

such

sake every

or man's own

worthy in God's sight.

the conclusion

between

in Graham's

ham does speak of God's grace in Christ and the cross

of Righteousness,

the two

that God's grace is transmitted

by man in his own person

45The Mystery

in

is im-

He regards

for Christ's

All the above shows up the basic difference
It reinforces

possession

God is pleased with the life and

It is not an inherent

power that can produce

would stress

No work of the simul justus

as His child with whom He is pleased

moment of his life.

positions.

and

by faith; and that it is the

puted to faith and covers man continually,
a believer

is able to do righteous

of Christ is not a personal

that sense, but a continual

et peccator

and if

life of love and obedience.

that the alien righteousness

Spirit Who performs

When the con-

power, and if there is no undue blockage,
it, the converted

In relation

with cer-

of the Lord contingent

to depend on obedience.

there is a new will to utilize

lead a God-pleasing

consistent

but once God is there, the proper flow of power and

grace for holy living continues
verted has received

theology

46

theology.

Gra-

in a way that

p. 8.

46Cf. Billy Graham, The Grace of God, Radio Messages, No. 82,
(Minneapolis, Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1957).
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agrees with the Confessions;
denial.

or of a pedagogical

grace that teaches self-

But finally he comes back again to the position

sistent with infusion and indwelling
grace imparts Christ's
into one's heart.

righteousness,

that is con-

when he states that

life and that it is received by accepting

Christ

47

To all of this the confessors

reply untiringly

that the Chris-

tian puts his trust in God's grace and love towards mankind
it is not an inherent

in Christ;

grace, not

A disposition by which man loves God . • . our love . • . is weak
and unclean • . • whenever grace is mentioned, faith should be added,
since we take hold of God's mercy, reconciliation and love toward us
only by faith
good works please God because of grace; for
faith takes hold of grace.48
The Lutheran
faith from beginning
ham continues
brought
man.

Confessions

consistently

to end in the doctrine

to emphasize

the intimate

about by rebirth and maintained

Whereas

conversion

the Graham convert

is an absolute

the priority

of conversion,

whereas

of
Gra-

person to person relationship
by God living in the heart of

is told that a kind of faith preceding

necessity

for God's real work of transfo~ming

the sinner and making him acceptable
that he is justified

maintain

and continues

in his own person, he is not told
to live by faith alone.

The Role of the Human Will
Up to this point comparisons
perspective

of the Lutheran

Confessions

of the Word of God for conversion.

47 Ibid, p. 9.
48Ap IV, 381.

have been made with and from the
in regard to the significance

That first part included

the work
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of the Holy Spirit,

since the Word and the Spirit are the two efficient

causes prior to conversion. 49
with the goal or terminus

ad quem

for Graham and justification
articles.

The second part of this chapter has dealt

The following

50

of conversion,

namely

by faith for the Confessions

the new birth
as the central

part views the crucial and pervasive

the role of the human will in Graham's

theology

theme of

in the light of the Con-

fessions.
The Confessions
which indicates

pamphlet,

the new birth

considerable

attention

to the will of his audience

sermon

and book.

When

to that of the human will,

comes to mind,

although Wesley

emphasized

ent servant as the centre of interest
pared repentance

house of the kingdom

the perfected

will is the hinge

man, whereas

emphasis

meant

discipline

emphasis

of the obediWesley

com-

of God, and faith with
to have entered
and perfection

be lived out as the main content of the Christian
there is an additional

of

of John Wesley

for the converted.

in conversion

where Christian

in almost every evan-

the analogy

with the porch of the kingdom

the door; to be regenerated

problem.

one relates his doctrine

Graham remains more in line with the Calvinistic

theology

to the human will,

that this is by no means only a contemporary

Graham makes an appeal
gelistic

devote

life.5l

was to

In Graham's

on the door, namely

on which the door of the kingdom

the

that "the

swings. ,,52

49Ep II, 19.
50

Ap XII, 63.

51Cf. F. E. Mayer, The Religious Bodies of America, (Fourth Revised Edition, St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1961), p. 291.
52Billy Graham,
1979): 1-2, p. 2.

"Does God Have You?,"

Decision

20 (November
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where Luther

gave credit to Erasmus

for being the only one to have

zeroed in on the jugular vein, on this question
matter h·lnge.d 53

h 1
th e woe
Luther's

assertions

deed mightily

According

in "The Bondage

of the will on which

to the Confessions

which follow

of the Human Will,"

active before man is converted.

the will

The question

is in-

was and

still is what part the will plays in conversion.
It is difficult
Graham's

theology

structured
reason,

of conversion.

psychology,

other contributors
begins

continues

the importance

The whole theology

of the will in

appears

to be

in such a way that the will is able to move; argtnnents from

Scripture,

activity

to overestimate

are marshalled

e.xperience, and a variety

in defense

right at the inception

throughout

mathematical

sociology,

of the will.

of the conversion

the life of the newborn.

of

Its positive
process

and

There is only the one

point, as it were, of the event of the new birth when the

will must passively

pause,

only to become

all the more active

in the

man who has been endowed with new powers.
Graham's

lengthy

citation

How To Be Born Again practically

of Hannah Whitall
identifies

Smith in his book

the will with the human

personality:
"A man's will is really the man's self; ...
what his will does he
does
I cannot control my own emotions~ but I can control my
will .. . I can give my will to God ... ".)4

53philip S. Watson, Career of the Reformer III, Luther's Works,
American Edition, Volume 33, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1960),
pp. 35, 294. This entire volume is devoted to Luther's treatise on
"The Bondage of The Will," in answer to Erasmus' "Diatribe."
54

How To Be Born Again,

pp. 159-60.
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If such a philosophical
have had Augustinian

or psychological

assertion

roots, there are no indications

should by any chance
in Graham's

writ-

inis that he has taken note of
Formula

of Concord:

I have erred when I said that it lies within our powers to believe
and to will, but that it is God's work to give the ability to
achieve something to those who believe and wi11.55
As has been shown in the earlier part of this chapter,
emphasis

which
to.

on the human will can be seen in Graham's

is predominantly

the expression

theology of the Word

of God's will for man to respond

Graham does not only see the human will as the decisive

man's fall and in all subsequent
goes so far as to attempt
its entrance

sinning of Adam's

Lutherans

with inerrent

not have sufficient

descendants;

he even

could agree with Graham that sin

will and the will of the devil.

great lengths Graham goes to to support
tampering

factor in

to posit it at the very origin of evil before

into the world.

is caused by the perverted

this

Scripture

the pivotal

indicates

But the

role of the will by

that plain Scripture

support for what he needs.

does

For example, he ita1i-

cizes each of the five "I wills" when he quotes the full text of Is. 14:
12- 15 regar dlng LUClOf er. 56
o

Graham's
ings of the fall.
that Graham's
Confessions
teachings

synergistic

view of conversion

is related

to his teach-

In spite of some of his sayings, one must conclude

man has not entirely

insist on a complete

lost the divine image, whereas

loss of the essential

of the utter corruption

and spiritual

55SD II, 27.
56
How To Be Born Again,

p. 67.

the

image in its

incapability

of man to
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will anything

good.

course not function
however

Graham's

of original

'b
as th ey shou 1d untl'1 man lS

not completely

fessions.

vestiges

spiritually

When Graham

righteousness

,57
orn agaln.

dead in the radical

can of
Man is

sense of the Con-

says that man is almost helpless,

that God must

stimulate man and help him to jump over the wall, and the like, there
can be no doubt that there is not a complete
of man's

free will, although

loss of the natural

God's grace is needed

powers

to help that vestige

to function.
This remaining

capacit7

image is truly diseased,
a choice,58
willing

righteousness

gressor

to be real love.

leads one to suspect
a part alongside
be preserved
particular

original

held responsible

choice; or statements

tI

yet somehow man still has

Original

that is being re-enacted

is therefore

r ~ •• i~m~liho

repea

reason given is that man's love must be

is denied when Adam's

scene or preview

from

marred and poisoned,

and one significant

and unforced

is evident

sin and complete

choice is regarded

lack of
as a

daily; and that each trans-

only on account of a two-way

that the will remains intact after the fall, which
that psychological

of Scriptural

concepts and observations

evidence.

play

It seems that man's will must

at all costs, and that it is the glue without which this

theology may well fall apart.

The argumentation

of Graham supports

that the turning point or hinge of conversion

this further when he says
is precisely

where Adam turned away from God in wilful rebellion;
death, so man today must choose life.

and Mended,

as he then chose

It is of course extremely

57Cf. Encyclopedia of Southern Baptists,
concerning "Original Sin."
58
Made, Marred

at the point

pp. 4-5.

Vol. II, pp. 1202-3,
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doubtful what Adam -- or other actors in the Biblical
in the absence of clear inerrant

statements.

the very turning point for all mankind

and decision

of each individual,

individualism
additional

however

efficient

obscures

The confessors

does not consist

but in the perfect

whole life and death of God's eternal

drama -- thought,

in the turning

obedience

son, the second Adam.

such truths, it must somehow

cause of conversion

assert that

in the
Graham's

locate an

in each individual:

The same power of choice which leads man away from God can lead him
back. Obedience is still the test of love. Our will must be yielded and conformed to the will of God before restoration can be complete.59
Thus rational
man's will; everything
not coerced;
respond,

arguments

are used to underpin

has been provided,

all is available,

since God invites and calls, it is incumbant

and therefore

support what thus appears
least the doctrine

of the total bondage
basic arguments

upon man to

And so the arguments

to the confessors'

of the will since the fall.
in his Diatribe

appeal to Luther's

of the crossroads

go to

stands or falls.

is contrary

of Erasmus

and the confessors

but man is

to be a second article or theme by which at

of conversion

Such reasoning

of

man simply must be said to have the power of

choice; after all, man is not an animal.

analogy

the necessity

radical assertion

Quite a number of the

recur in Graham's

refutuation.60

as one of Graham's

writings,

So we find the

favorites.

The way of

life is still an open choice for the will aroused by the Holy Spirit
before

conversion;
59

for Luther

Made, Marred

60SD II, 44.

and the confessors

and Mended,

p. 7.

that road to paradise
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is closed.

Or there is the argument

that the law is useless

-- "super-

fluous" -- if no one could fulfill it;6l surely God would not deceive
man~ but provide

the power to carry out God's supreme will.

reply to this is that the law, according

to the Scriptures,

Part of the
has the pur-

pose to reveal what man does not and cannot do, not what he is able to
do.

The law is by no means superfluous

law is exceedingly

necessary

if man's will is incapable;

to demonstrate

man's bondage,

because

the
cap-

tive man is so proud and blind that he imagines he is free and has the

power.

All such debito or praecepto

underlying

principle

Scriptural

inferences.

cere and well-read
of the ancient
fully subjected

that Christian

of Biblical

have the false

can be established

by non-

that Graham, who is such a sintruth, has not been made aware

Or could it be that his theology has not been

to the full power of the law that is intended also to

destroy man's vain imagination
in spiritual

doctrine

Is it possible

defender

pitfalls?

ad posse arguments

concerning

the powers of the human will

matters?

It is also worthy of note that one of Graham's
sage s , John 1: 12, "But to all who received

him ...

become children of God,

recognized

. . ." was already

favourite

pas-

he gave power to
by Luther as:

...
the cudgel for free choice, as almost the whole of John's
Gospel is, yet it is cited in support of it. Let us please look
at it! John is not speaking of any work of man ...
man is simply passive (as they sa
and does nothing, but becomes something~
without qualification.6

2)

Nothing

needs to be added to the analysis

all synergism.
61

of the expert antagonist

of

History may not repeat itself, but the tenacity of such

Career of the Reformer

62Ibid, p , 157.

III~ p. 141.
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most ancient
survival;

rationalizations

the same refuted

the revivalistic

theology

the words and the modern
them any less inimical

is as great as the synergistic

arguments

keep raising

of the new world;

their unbowed heads in

the deceptive

simplicity

of

dress -- it's all so simple -- does not make

to pure doctrine.

uJther uses the old analogy of the horse between
in his own way to illustrate

the two riders

the complete bondage of the will, that man

has no free will in spiritual
is a certain measure

Old Adam's

matters which are above him, though there

of choice in temporal

affairs which are, as it were,

under man's control:
The human will is placed between the two (riders) like a beast of
burden.
If God rides it, it wills and goes where God wills ..
if Satan rides it, it wills and goes where Satan wills; nor can it
choose to run to either of the two riders or to seek him out, but
the riders themselves contend for the possession and control of
it.63
If one were to stretch

this analogy

appear that man's assisted

will in repentance

rather weak and inexperienced
determindly
because

into Graham's

theology,

has the power to buck the

Satanic rider; then the beast must self-

run over to God and by faith surrender

God is not said to mount up a recalcitrant

even the newborn

it would

must continue

to be absolutely

his back to Him,
will.

Furthermore,

and totally submissive

if the rider is to use him.
Graham's
considerable

concept of the will not only gives unregenerate

worthiness

to the Confessions;
overwhelming

and competence

but this teaching

might of the enslaving

death and Satan, on every side.
63

which does not exist according
perilously

powers,

underestimates

the

of God's wrath, of sin,

Satan is elsewhere

The Career of the Reformer

man a

III, pp. 65-66.

portrayed

as being
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meekly put to flight by the arrows of verbal Bible quotations,
law or Gospel.

Sin is predominantly

presented

of known laws that can simply be substituted
ing to that law.

- His almighty

Such teaching

therefore

and perfect

obedience

One of the controversies
after Luther's

accord-

on the cooperating

diminishes

willingness

the confession

of the

that broke out among the Lutherans

those who espoused

Confession

Articles

in its various

versions were called

II and XI of the Formula

deal with the issues in which the will was regarded
conversion

of Concord

as a factor in the

of the sinner.

Quite a number of the ambiguous
undisguised

heresies

ham's teachings,

ments of the Lutheran

formulations,

of that time are remarkably

and they are related

for whom Melanchthon

co-Reformer

Bente, pp. 128-9.

similar

Some extracts

and

to some of Gra-

from the state-

can serve the purpose of this thesis

II of the Formula

itself to these issues,

the incipient

to those of Erasmus of Rotterdam

had a high regard.

and point out that Article

64

and its

became the "Father of Synerism, ,,64 and

this aberration

Particularly

soon

the state and role of the will be-

The very writer of the Augsburg

Philip Melanchthon,

Philippists.

for man.

death was concerning

fore conversion.

dressed

actions

of God, and of His pure grace in Jesus Christ and Christ's

sole merits

Apology,

by obedient

power and grace to save is in ef-

fect made to appear limited and contingent

greatness

as wilful transgressions

Most serious of all, God's free will - the only real

free will in existence

of corrupt man.

whether

of Concord, which ad-

remains as pertinent

as ever:
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The Spirit comes to the assistance of our infirmity.
And Chrysostom
truly says: God draws, but He draws him who is wi11ing.65
When the will is drawn by the Holy Spirit, it can obey or resist •
• just in this manner God intends to convert us, when we, roused
by the promise wrestle with ourselves, pray and resist our diffidence
and other vicious affections . . . free will in man is the faculty
to apply himself to grace ...
i.e. he hears the promise, endeavours to assent, and abandons sin ... 66
The formulators

of the Lutheran

truth of Luther's
leanings:
anything

statement

concord in 1580 were well aware of the

when he had first heard of Me1anchthon's

"This is the identical
more opposed

theology of Erasmus,

to our doctrine.,,67

Some Phi1ippists

such as Pfeffinger

he spoke of the Holy Spirit inciting

developed

from Graham's

in respect

emphasized

persuasion,

Strige1, another

ous sources.

theology exhibits

f alt.
. h

and individual

by his attempt

differences

65As

quoted in Bente,

p,

131.

66As

quoted by Bente,

p,

130.

69Ibid, pp. 133-4.

of

from vari-

of human cooperation,

among the prospective

A clear definition

68Ibid, pp. 131-3.

combination

to do justice

pointed out earlier.

67Ibid, p. 128.

follower

69

a remarkable

He speaks of varying degrees

is no doubt occasioned

His teachings

not coercion; man must at least

.
en d eavour to consent b e f are comlng
to

Graham's

68

to the degree by which the Spirit

incited man through the Word of God.
Me1anchthon,

certain details;

the will, and man must respond,

follow by his own will, accept, pray, and so forth.
differed

nor can there be

which

to the diverse needs

converts,

as was

of the finer points regarding

105
man's capacity
important

are left to the hair-splitting

theologians;

it is however

for Graham to make it quite clear that unregenerate

do something

in the prescribed

lute minimum,

a spiritual

direction;

twitch,

there must be at least an abso-

a prior tiny free will that becomes
70

free under the Holy Spirit's stimulation
able response must at least cooperate
is intended

and assistance.

in not resisting

The favour-

God's grace which

to prepare man for the terminus ad quem of new birth.

According
man's inherent

to Graham,

psychological

must be regarded

and somewhat

to action,

to Strigel,

sin is represented

this impediment

they are God-willed.

though man does not as yet have the
In such contexts of tea.ching,

as something

capacity of the will, however

Spirit removes

according

to God, because

new powers that come with regeneration.
sin, or original

similarly

powers seem to include moral powers, which

by them as pleasing

These powers are aroused

natural

man must

that merely

small this may be.

impedes

the

The Holy

-- this garlic juice on Strigel's magnet

-- and man can then at least consent with his very own will, in order
that there may not be any coercion.

Graham's

graphic story of the pig-

sty makes a point at least as well as the seventeenth
Graham intends
willingness

required

told his master
naturally

to show the lowest common denominator
and faith.

of consent and

The wise old servant

that the latter had to go to the pigsty to be saved;

the master,

"What would

for repentance

century garlic;

the subjectum

the neighbours

struggle:

70Cf. Ibid, p. 129.

convertendum,

and servants

think?"

initially

resisted.

After an inner
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The master said:
"I have been thinking it over, Jim, and I am ready
to go." The servant then said:
"Master, you don't really have to
go to the pigsty.
You just have to be willing."n
One needs only to make a superficial
sions mean by true contrition
doctrine;

to realize

even more important,

will of man, his psychological

for Graham:

persuasion

One should indicate

sistible

-- otherwise

difficulties

co-

it would not be

at least a few further responses:
-- so far, this agrees with
he has

it is because he does not have the freedom

not to sin; there is no alternative

irresistible

and consent.

the reason why man is not forced is not because

On the contrary,

of Graham's

is left but the

or that man must will to believe without

Man is not forced to sin, he sins willingly

a choice.

nothing

that man chooses to sin, or else he could

ercion -- only by well-amplified

Graham; however,

of such a

reveals what is at the

state of willingness

Graham keeps insisting

his own faith.

the shallow minimum

the real minimum

actual core of a valid repentance

not be held responsible;

comparison with what the Confes-

but to sin willingly.

Perhaps

is that he is still arguing against

Calvin's

grace, and does not get any further than countering

grace, instead of going in a Scriptural

direction.

one

by re-

After all,

God does not draw man as a criminal who is dragged to the gallows; but
He draws man as the sovereign
ant and rebellious

and gracious Lord Who changes the resist-

sinner by granting him a faith that desires and

clings to His immutable Word of promise.
Graham repeatedly

says in effect:

It's all so simple,

have to do is such and such; but the theologians
plicated.

have made it so com-

It must be said that the use of incomplete

7~orld

Aflame,

p. 145.

all you

synergistic
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arguments

complicates

that frequently

his theology;

human reasoning

support his teaching.
fail to do justice

simple

is substituted

Some of the reasons

to full reality.

God gives the ability,

where

can easily overlook
Scripture

cannot

sound so simple, but they

In some instances

Graham says that

but that it is man himself who must believe.

Graham thus is separating
that if God alone works
look the more suitable

listeners

God's gift from the act of faith.
faith man does not believe

analogy, namely

himself,

Or again, Graham claims

that if man can resist, he must be able to assist;
facts.

this too does not in-

Man may have the power to destroy his

own life, but he cannot resurrect
to do evil does not correspond

is to over-

that when God gives life to man

it is man who then lives; God always lives.

clude all the Scriptural

To imply

himself;

man's capacity

to his capacity

to will and

to will and to do the

good.
Simply quoting

Scripture

immunity

to ''Madam Reason.,,72

according

to the Confessions

that of Billy Graham:

in between

certain arguments

It can be demonstrated
is in the last analysis

Man is brought

gives no

that the Gospel
far simpler

to true contrition

than

by the law and

the strange work of the Holy Spirit; when he is granted the gift of
faith by the hearing

of the pure Gospel and through the work of the

Spirit, he is justified

before God and so saved.

but it's not easy or simple to believe;

It's basically

it is impossible

simple;

for man to

make himself believe.
Graham's
difficult
72

numerous

conditional

enough to memorize.

prescriptions,

are first of all

This is quite apart from all the

Career of the Reformer

III, p. 122.
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interspersed

reasons

ness or willing

to justify and explain the need for man's willing-

non-resistance.

heart. which is difficult

enough to visualize,

And how does an unregenerate
his own mind?

reasons

man surrender~

When one attempts

ments, a truly formidable
least mentally

recognize

for the world's

Thirdly"

to compile

list confronts

problems.

to open the

let alone to execute.

yield, or commit himself

the seeker.

First one must at

one's need, and perhaps

Secondly,

one should understand

the

to weigh all the costs, the pros and

cons~ so one can choose the right road.

Fourthly~

edgment and confession

at the same time one should

prior willingness
the surrender

the

extent, in order to know what one must

it is important

come "Just as I am."

in

some of Graham's require-

one's sins, realize

cross, at least to a certain
approach.

There are exhortations

of sins, although

there must be acknowl-

Then there are the aforementioned

conditions

of

concepts

of

together with the complex psychological

of the whole man, heart, mind and will.

At other times

the hearers are further

called upon to allow and to let Christ come in

and change

such things have been accomplished

keeping

them.

After

in mind voluntariness

-- always

-- then~ finally, man must simply believe

that God Himself will in fact regenerate

the believer

who is purely

passive at least in that moment.
It must be admitted
somewhat

exaggerated

that the author's

to make a point.

clear and simple, the demands
complex;

If Graham's

of this conversion

and, at least from the perspective

with its understanding

above presentation
language

is laudably

theology are rather

of the Lutheran

of the law, completely

is

impossible

Confessions

to respond

to.
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Those who may be saved through faith alone in the midst of all such
requirements

must have also heard the Gospel~ and must be saved truly by

grace alone.
The confessors
"two efficient

causes"

attribute

everything

to God's grace, with only

effecting

conversion

to faith, "namely

Spirit and the Word of God.,,73

This is an essential

to the doctrine

this includes

alleged

of sola gratia;

contributory

Strigel, Pfeffinger.

causes, whether

grace, also by the repudiation

else, is almost as untiringly
calls to willing

versus Graham's

willingness,

repeated
obedience.

of all other

from Melanchthon,

Graham or any other school of thought.

fying of God's exclusive

stimulatory

teaching belonging

the rejection

these originate

the Holy

by the confessors

This magni-

of everything
as Graham's

Saving grace is the will of God,

as the Confessions

state:

. . . he has willed, out of particular and pure grace, that our poor,
fallen and corrupted human nature should again become and be capable of and a partaker in conversion. in the grace of God and in eternal life not by its own natural and efficient aptitude, capacity or
capability -- our human nature is in recalcitrant enmity against
God -- but out of pure grace
through the gracious and efficacious
working of the Holy Spirit.7 4
The differences
viewed

between

from further perspectives

points.

Confessional

and Graham theology

of beginnings,

backgrounds

and explicitly

revealed

this.

is on man's wilful refusal

73Ep II, 19.
74 SD II,

22.

con-

at the root of the first sin. and everything

that is not done from faith is sin, then and now and always.

origins

or starting

When looking back at the origin of human sin, the Lutheran

fessors see man's unbelief

decreed"

can be

God has

For Graham the emphasis

in the

to obey -- which is of course true
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in itself.
willing

So the way back to fellowship

and trusting

obedience.

traced in the two theologies
ports the conclusion

with God must begin again with

These two emphases

from beginning

that willing

obedience

and themes can be

to end, and this further supis almost as crucial

for sal-

vation with Graham as faith is for the Confessions.
A similar difference
Graham's

stress is regard

can be observed

to the foremost

commandment

does not come into it at all in the Lutheran
Christ calls forth a corresponding
Who also commands
fully to conform
depends

sense.

to the demand of love.
The all-decisive

the first commandment

believe and trust in God.

is on love, faith
God's love in

reply of loving obedience

such love. and the subsequent

on faith.

also fulfills

with the ten commandments.

renewal

to the Lord

enables man more

For the confessors

change in conversion

everything
which then

as a gift -- is that man can now

Yet there is a significant

difference$

namely

that man does not simply resume where Adam left off in the garden; but
because of the intervening

and persistent

original

sin he does not only

trust in the person of God; his faith must be directed
of God concerning
perfect
man's

Christ and His perfect obedience

love and obedience

subsequent

inevitably

first to the Word

for him.

Man's im-

follow such genuine faith, but

love and fruits of the Spirit can never become the

centre of man's attention;

he now lives by faith alone, every moment~

and not by his own obedience

or love.

It is not a revival

of the orig-

nal~ it is an entirely new situation.
The confusion
approach

of Graham.

fect righteousness,

of law and Gospel also accounts
The confessors

believe

for the different

that the law demands per-

and at the same time it reveals man's own lack of
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righteousness
Therefore

in both being and doing, both before and after conversion.

the only hope is in the faith to which Christ's

eousness

is reckoned.

make man appear
fillment.

In Graham's

sufficiently

case the dilution

corrupt

to forestall

The further misunderstanding

and can be fulfilled

the pure Gospel promise

and distinguished

the holy Judge.

as pure receptivity

of
of

angle, with the agenda of the

Luther's

questions

God. how he could possibly

were how man

be righteous

before God,

The answer of reason was that of the Deus Absconditus,
to all man's own attempts

Over against

problems

to become righteous

was utterly

this Graham begins with the realization

and asks how these could be solved.

ions are asked from the public stage, a reasonable
to worldly

man is called for.

resemblance

to the teachings

obedience

right from the outset.

and offer~ but it always remains a mixture

of both positions.

could have a gracious

obvious

and more

there's no other way.

questions

negative.

of a ful-

of the law as a demand that must

One can also begin from another

and the answer

illusions

mixes faith and obedience

Faith is thus never understood

initial

of the law does not

at least to some extent before conversion

so even after conversion

trust-and-obey;

perfect right-

In part Graham's
of other religions:

of man's

When such quest-

answer that appeals

solution has quite a
love, self-denial,

to the law, and union with the deity, with the difference

Christ is the only way in that direction.
and man's actions,

faith is relegated

By emphasizing

that

change in man

to the role of being only one

part of the new way; the other part, namely love, fellowship
ence as such are nothing new to the secular - religious

mind.

and obedi-

ll2
In relation
reason,

to such a starting point of religious

one can portray

ly cell -- almost

the Reformer's

ironically

doctrine

individualistic

as coming from a lone-

-- where a monk had enough

time with the Bible while not being distracted
There he began to be exposed
the law became unbearable;
him to despair.

by the world's

the thunderbolts

The only possible

bondage was the utterly

of God's wrath and law led

unexpected~

no slick recipes;

unimaginable

and amazing

perfect righteousness

the faith of the sinner.

solution

But Graham's

c.omfortably close to what religious man expects
questions.

Gospel of
imputed

of man's response

to

is un-

from religion.

what man can do with Jesus, what he must do

to be saved, are really the wrong questions
answer given merely

there

answer and the only way out of

the sheer grace of God and of Christ's

Graham's

agenda.

to the demand for perfect righteousness;

There were no human solutions,

was no place to hide.

and lawbound

corresponds

for the unbeliever,

to that question

if the

of what man must do.

This can only lead man back into the law, it only leaves the alternative of the activity
withstood.
slavement

of the human will, a temptation

Only when the illusion
and dilemma

is revealed,

is shattered

that cannot be

and man's hopeless

en-

the pure Gospel that sounds so fool-

ish and alien to natural man can sound forth in all its purity and
consolation.

In that sense the deepest failure of the Graham theology

is not its complete
news.

lack of preaching

It is a failure

their proper task.

in that neither

With regard

the Gospel;

there is some good

law nor Gospel are allowed

to synergism,

first of all that of the chief use of the law.

the great omission

to do
is

This law does not only

tell man that his own obvious works have no merit~ as Graham rightly
asserts;

but it also reveals

that man's inner thoughts and attempts

to
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surrender

and be willing

are completely

Somehow Graham completely

useless works in God's sight.

omits surrender

lieve from his list of useless

and man's own effort to be-

works.

The way the law is used in Graham's
little better than a travesty
rightly

said to convict

y

the conscience~

contrary~

verbally

or realization

which should prick

if at all possible,

with that most precious
every possible

the necessity

on conversion,
salvation.

port of that vital

capacity

proof from triumphant
The Confessions
it involves

On the

to bear to prove

Even Moses must be called to

regarding

his vocation

and not on God's sovereign

to leadership

had

choice and will

And when all else seems insufficient

the recalcitrant

experience

to come forward,

and pragmatism:

agree with Graham

the whole person,

in sup-

the

It works!!

that conversion

including

namely

the will.

means a
God touches

being~ he gives man a new heart and joy. peace of con-

SClence, an d a new Wl011 .75
o

and spiritually

of man, his will.

thesis of the will, there is still one trump card

left to play to persuade

man's innermost

that he is after all a

be done or said that tampers or

of the will in conversion.

for mankind's

and sorry; that man

Bible passage must be brought

as though his decision

some bearing

change,

is given that this

But by no means must anything

interferes

witness,

conviction

The Spirit is

impression

which makes man feel uncomfortable

should acknowledge,
sinner.

of its proper application.

but the definite

need only be some rational

preaching must appear

Though man's will is purely passive and

dead, man is not merely

75SD II, 70.

a stone, or an animal,

"for
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heaven, as the saying is, was not made for geese."

76

speak of faith as a given "sixth sense,;" an ability
man can be said to have a capacity,
who can be converted.

78

ence must necessarily

Faith is essentialt

is a living and active

historical

thing because

from spiritual

and mercy.

emphasis

of justification

cause or anything

faith does

that this is "for me."

Faith

of the Spirit, a

is this, that none of the good
or follow faith must be mixed

through faith solely by God's grace
existence,

source,

else in natural man that could in any way be associ-

longer be sola gratia.

to him;80

within man, otherwise

otherwise

faith and salvation

would no

Faith itself does not, as it were, have any con-

tent as an act of man in relation

to himself;

it can only grasp that

it does not grasp or look for anything

it would not be the faith of the Scriptures,

the faith of other religions.
76

knowledge;79

faith has no prior origin,

ated with God's fallen creature;

which is external

It is true

it is a creation

gifts of God that precede

The willing

faith.

death.

But the Confessional

with the article

good works, love and obedi-

follow, but they do not precede

and must indeed will to accept and believe

and gracious

to believe; 77 yet

in the sense that he is a creature

that faith is more than intellectual,

resurrection

Scripture does not

but

Faith itself, with all that accompanies

Career of the Reformer

III, p. 67.

77Billy Graham~ Faith, Radio Messages, No. 61, (Minneapolis,
Minnesota: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1956), p. 3.
78

Tappert,

p. 525, footnote

6.

79Cf. AC XX, 26; Ap IV, 249; XII, 45.
80Cf. LC IV, 30.
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it or that is associated
Holy Spirit through

with it~ is the constant

gracious

the Word alone~ and it does nothing

work of the

else but re-

ceive, believe and rely on that Word of the Gospel of Christ's
and work for the believer.
he does nothing

person

Until that precise point when man believes,

that is pleasing

in God's sight or that contributes

any-

thing towards his salvation.
That is God's supreme will, to give life through faith by grace
alone.

Insofar as Graham

particularly

by insisting

introduces

other content

on the necessity

of human cooperation

faith is given as a pure gift, he not only detracts
of the Gospel and the certainty
obscures

into the pure Gospel,

of salvation,

the glory and honour due to Christ~

before

from the consolation

but this teaching

also

the Saviour and Lord.

CONCLUSION
This conclusion
in agreement
outline

summarizes

with the Lutheran

Confessions.

of the first two chapters~

clusions

the teachings

that are not

The first part follows

and the second part presents

the

the con-

of the last chapter.
1.

individual

f a Ll.,

Not only the
are a matter

but also the subsequent

before God only if he makes a volun-

tary choice reveals a lack of understanding
of man, and of original

sins of every

Graham's m i.sc onc.ept.Lon

of choice and decision.

that man can be held accountable

bondage

of Graham

the total corruption

and

sin as real sin.

The good news of Jesus Christ all too frequently

received

addi-

tions that make it appear as an entity which is only provisionally
available,

and whose efficacy

though assisted

response.

self; the challenge
pleteness

is contingent

Rarely

is the pure Gospel proclaimed

to human activity

and the perfection

on man's own favourable,

intrudes

on the objective

of God's act of reconciliation

by itcom-

in Jesus

Christ.
The way in which the appropriation
is taught confuses
use of the law.

the Gospel, and mixes it with the second and third

The pure law of God is not properly

trition is not attributed
added~

of God's grace in conversion

applied,

to its power alone~ but additional

such as God's love and man's obedient

Spirit through the law and by other means.
116

will stimulated

and concauses are
by the
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Faith is a deliberate
deciding

to believe

Holy Spirit.
Christ,

the information

There is a mixture

obedience

believing

and voluntary

to the demand

act of unconverted

presented~

are therefore

to accept the person of

of unconditional

surrender~

himself.

Justification

conf.used, grace is imparted

and value;

The law and the Gospel are assigned
Christ is as much the law-giver

and this also leads to a mixing
purpose

is to communicate

believer,

obedience.

equal importance

as He is Redeemer

of law and Gospel.

God's will and intention

and Sav Lour ,

The Bible's main
to regenerate

the

and to tell man what God wants him to do prior to and after

the new birth.
of forgiveness
deciding

almost

and

to man in his

own per son , and this is made c.onditional on man's willing
2.

and simply

and renew the inward man

and. live in him as soon as man has committed
sanctification

with the help of the

of willingness

the truth that God will regenerate

man

This obscures
by additional

God's unconditional
prescriptions

such as willing

to believe

Biblical

facts, an attitude

in view of Christ's

intended

entrance

challenge
to neither

of allowing

a personal

of voluntary

surrender,
receptivity

into man's heart and life~ or the

encounter

real law nor real Gospel.

so that it may produce

and pure Gospel offer

with Christ.

The unmitigated

true contrition.

This amounts

law is not preached

Man does not hear that he is

saved by pure grace and through faith alone, but through the mystery
the new birth, conditional

upon man's own prior cooperation.

Faith is not the locus of justification,
follows

but the new birth that

faith. which means that man's inner renewal has priority.

is not primarily

directed

of

to Christ's

to man, but also to manifestations

perfect

obedience

Faith

for and external

of inner change for assurance

that he
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is in fact reborn.
the Gospel.

This emphasis

This relocation

is reinforced

of justification

by the prominent

ual attachment

to Christ~

This obviates

the constant

and the sacraments;

seriously neglects

and of the direct inner guidance

of faith

need for the sole means

Some results

of grace,

the Word

man's continual

justification

sinfulness

informa-

of these teachings

role and is not regarded

of the Gospel promise;

spirit-

of the Spirit.

the Bible however must be used for further

that faith has a subsidiary

tial importance;

and misdirection

of the d Lr ec t , personal,

teaching

tion leading to obedient actions.

ing and accepting

proper faith and

are

as purely a receivhas only an ini-

is underestimated.

Moreover,

the Spirit's gifts become man's own possession,

and are not said to be

the Spirit's continual

The power flow is con-

gift received

tingent on man c onf essing
commitment

all his sins and his continual

to Christ as Saviour and Lord.

good and acceptable
righteousness
consequence

by faith.

surrender and

Man can do deeds that are

as such. which again tends to locate a measure

in man's own person,
of this confusing

well be that adherents

thoughts and actions.

of justification

may rely on the fruits

of

A most serious

and sanctification

could

of faith and their own

works and not look to Christ and His righteousness

alone for their sal-

vation.
The human will plays a pivotal role in the process of conversion
up to the point of new birth when it is quiescent
This pervasive

theme, essential

numerous

non-Scriptural

emotions

and the intellect

accounts

for the various

to Graham's

explanations

theology,

of psychological

in relation

degrees

but for an instant.

to the will.

is associated
processes,

with

of the

Individuality

in which heart, mind and will are
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engaged

in the process.

willingness~

But in every ca se , however

it is the will of the individual

small the measure

on which the door to heav-

en swings open to him~ and this kind of individualism
decisive,

once-and-for-all

world in the completed
second Adam.

obscures

turning point of the history

reconciliation

of

accomplished

the all-

of the whole

by God in Christ, the

There is more stress on the Spirit working

through man's

will rather than through the Work to which alone faith should cling.
Instead of the proper use of the law to reveal the utter bondage
will~ there are arguments

from reason,

together with a one-sided

emphasis

anity that has an uncomfortable
are full of commandments
to be able to fulfill,

experience,

and pragmatism.

on legal demands,

similarity

and conditions

of man's
This,

leads to a Christi-

to other religions;

they, too,

that the human will is thought

at least outwardly;

they speak predominantly

of

love, and faith in the power of their deities which is capable of empowering man by infusion or mystical
Graham's

theology

union.

The redeeming

is that it adds good news concerning

Saviour~ and emphasizes

a personal relationship

feature

of

Jesus Christ the

with Christ.

forgiveness

and justification
The faith taught by Graham is therefore
is taught in the Confessions.
estimated,

and man's

The mighty

sinfulness

in conversion.

willingness

prior to justification

is enthusiast

gratia,. Verbo

and hostile powers are under-

is not so great as to rule out human

cooperation

theology

not the same faith as it

God's will to save is contingent
and forgiveness.

and synergistic,

solo or sola fide.

on man's

In brief, this

it does not teach the sola

By introducing

the will as a third
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efficient

cause,

this theology

detracts

certainty

based on the pure Gospel;

Lord Jesus Christ and His merits.

from the consolation

and it obscures

and

the glory of the

Appendix

BILLY GRAHAM CAMPAIGN

Prepared
Adopted
(a)

by the Commission
by the General
We acknowledge

on Theology

and Inter-Church

Relations.

l

Synod. 1968 Convention.
t ha.t

God has used Dr. Graham -- as far as we

can judge -- in many parts of the world for His gracious

pur-

poses.
(b)

We agree that Dr. Graham has been a great blessing

to many

people and c.hurc.hes; also that he reaches with the Gospel
message
(c)

people whom the churches hardly ever reach.

We therefore

r ec.onmend

that our pastors and people pray that

God would use this campaign

to His own glory and the salvation

of souls.
(d)

We cann ot , however,

reconnnend participation

our pastors and congregations
Graham does not proclaim
purity.

He expresses

particularly

or cooperation

in Dr. Graham's

campaign.

of
Dr.

the Gospel in its whole truth and

no adequate view of the Sacraments,

of Baptism,

And he stresses man's act of deci-

sion in such a way that the work of t.he Holy Spirit in conversion

is not given its proper scope.

lDoctrinal Statements and Theological Opinions of the Lutheran
Church of Australia.
(Adelaide, South Australia: Lutheran Publishing
House, 1980), GlO.
121
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(e)

Participation

in the preliminary

ation in the campaign
or entalglement

prayer meetings

and cooper-

can hardly avoid compromise

in unionism.

Cf.

of the truth

Theses of Agreement

II,

Joint Prayer and Worship.
(f)

We cannot, however,
Dr. Graham's

rallies

Theses of Agreement
(g)

We urge pastors
involved

individuals

from attending

II. 10.
with the theological

in taking part in such a campaign

ence between

their congregations

the Lutheran

in the understanding
Self-evidently,

issues

as that of Dr. Gra-

clearly

on the differ-

Church and evangelistic

campaigners

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

pastors will treat any contacts

them through Dr. Graham's
and concern

any of

-- that must be left to their conscience.

to busy themselves

ham and to instruct

(h)

prevent

channelled

campaign with the same pastoral

that their office requires

to
care

from them for other con-

tacts.
(i)

Dr. Graham's

work poses a serious question

the inadequacies

of our own preaching

to us:

What are

and evangelistic

work?
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